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New World Encounters. STEPHEN GREENBLATT (ed.)- Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1993. xviii +.344 pp. (Cloth US$ 15.00)

PETER HULME
Department of Literature
University of Essex
Colchester CO4 3SQ , England.

Like several other successful journals, Representations now has a book
series which reprints essays that first appeared in its pages. New World
Encounters is the sixth collection to appear, and it draws its material mostly
from the special issue of Winter 1991 (ten essays), supplemented by three
earlier pieces. The volume is a timely reminder of the strengths of the work
associated with Representations and of the commitment of the journal to
American studies in the widest sense of the term, although the emphasis
here tends toward encounters that took place at points south of what is now
the U.S.A.

What distinguishes these essays, Stephen Greenblatt suggests in the
introduction, is a rejection of what he calls "the vision of the victors," the
colonialist apologetics that characterized much scholarship in the colonial
field at least until the early 1970s. By contrast New World Encounters is
concerned with what Nathan Wachtel called "the vision of the vanquished"
although, in a now familiar paradox, that "vision" has largely to be read
through the very texts in which achievements of the European colonial pro-
ject are celebrated, or at least described. This need to read against the grain
ensures that the essays here belong to the textualist trend with which Repre-
sentations is so closely associated. Most, however, reveal themselves as
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aware of the need to ground their readings in the density of the various
historical contexts in which the encounters take place. The book is dedi-
cated to the memory of Michel de Certeau and contains a translation of a
research proposal he once put forward for an ambitious study of travel nar-
ratives of the French to Brazil.

There are four essays that are likely to be of special interest to Caribbean-
ists. Margarita Zamora introduces (briefly) and translates into English
Columbus's "Letter to the Sovereigns," dated March 4,1493 and announc-
ing the results of his voyage across the Atlantic, a letter which was only
published for the first time in 1989 after turning up in somewhat mysterious
circumstances. The translation also appears in Zamora's excellent study,
Reading Columbus (1993), and another English translation by Barry Ife
(1992) now exists. As yet there has been little scholarly discussion of the
significance of this new find.

Anthony Pagden offers a consideration of one of the area's most prolific
writers, Bartolomé de Las Casas, which focuses on the authorial voice in
Las Casas's text - in other words, on how an author like Las Casas can make
good through his use of rhetorical forms his claims to special authority as an
eye-witness to the events he describes. The rhetoric of witness is a compli-
cated matter, as Pagden shows: it takes skill at writing in order to convince a
reader, and yet manifest skill is likely to be read as a sign of falsification.
Always the defender of innocence, Las Casas claims that his very lack of
eloquence is proof of his sincerity and therefore of the accuracy of his ac-
count. Although Las Casas has been celebrated (and reviled) at some
length, and his life and work have been subjects of learned study, there is
little informed ethnographic or literary reading of his texts. Pagden's essay
(expanded in his 1993 book) makes a useful start.

Somewhat strangely, Raleigh's The Discoverie ofGuiana is awarded two
essays. Louis Montrose's "The Work of Gender in the Discourse of the
Discovery" is one of the very best of the New Historicist essays and is likely
to remain a landmark in studies of colonial discourse, providing an exem-
plary analysis of the textual complexities that mark works such as The Dis-
coverie of Guiana, so often read for their supposedly extractable ethno-
graphic or historical "content." Of special interest is Montrose's reading of
how the masculinist discourse of adventure is framed and complicated by its
address to the Virgin Queen. The second essay, by Mary C. Fuller, is an
interesting companion piece, but without Montrose's range of reference or
force of argument.

The remaining essays are all of high quality. Special mention might be
made of Inga Clendinnen's reading of Cortés's conquest of Mexico through
a consideration of the differences between Spanish and Aztec notions of
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warfare and David Quint's wide-ranging discussion of the topos of the epic
curse in which the vanquished are allowed to prophesy the doom of the
victors.
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The Radical Imagination: Lectures and Talks by Wilson Harris. ALAN

RIACH & MARK WILLIAMS (eds.). Liège: Department of English, University
of Liège, 1992. xx + 126 pp. (Paper £9.95, US$ 19.00)

NlGEL RlGBY

Wasafiri
University of Kent at Canterbury
Kent CT2 7XB. England

The Radical Imagination brings together a talk by Wilson Harris at the Uni-
versity of Cambridge in 1989, an interview by the Scottish poet Alan Riach
in 1990, the four 1990 Smuts Memorial Fund Commonwealth Lectures at
the University of Cambridge, and finally, a lecture given by Harris at the
University of Liège in 1991. Harris illustrates his lectures and talks with a
range of his novels, and the book traces his artistic imagination through the
often complex web of themes and symbols that have shaped his fiction. The
Radical Imagination begins with an analysis of the opening image in his first
novel, The Palace of the Peacock (1960), and Harris's discussion of Donne's
death is clear and illuminating, unravelling the densely packed layers of the
image. More importantly, Harris's concentration on Donne's dead seeing
eye and living closed eye establishes the centrality of an intuitive vision to
an understanding of Harris's art.

Harris describes the writing of his novel as a "re-visionary" process. By
this he means that during the readings of his first drafts he finds images that
appear "to have been planted by another hand" (p. 17); Harris sees these
images coming from an "intuitive imagination," from an unconscious self
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which bridges the past, present, and future. It is a measure of his confidence
as a writer that he redrafts to develop the connections which these images
suggest, trusting his intuition and "re-visioning" the work accordingly. In a
sense, Harris appears to edit the complexity into his enigmatic novels, al-
though he describes the process as the novels editing themselves. The edi-
tors of this volume, Alan Riach and Mark Williams, have similarly revised
the lectures with the intention of producing "a text which reflected the intri-
cate spiralling of Harris's thought and the interconnecting nature of his log-
ic, which continually reiterates and revises itself" (p. 15). The ongoing reit-
eration and revision does give the reader an occasional feeling of déja vu,
and I am not sure if I would always agree with their claim that Harris
approaches the same areas from different angles, but the restatements do
clarify his ideas, and show where one idea connects with another.

Harris is particularly concerned to attack the nihilistic preoccupations of
the modern world, and the main theme of his work, as the editors point out,
is the need to regenerate the creative imagination through a universal vision
that finds a depth through the past and present of all cultures. He builds
bridges to the past and between cultures and myths, giving his world an
integrity and depth of reality that he sees as missing in the post-modern
perception of a shallow, fragmented social reality.

What I find particularly suggestive, among many provocative images in
the book, is the ancient alchemists' theory, to which Harris refers in the third
Smuts Lecture, of an intercourse between an inner and outer body, between
a male and female self; this relationship was liberating, he argues, being
about "a touching, but not a seizing" (p. 95). Harris sees the marriage of
inner and outer body standing for the regenerative possibilities of good and
evil, intellect and intuition, and black and white, which have been lost in the
modern world's drive to create absolutes. Imperialism pushed the "nega-
tive" qualities into the margins and onto the colonized. In a sense, then, the
sheer power of imperialism sowed the seeds of its own decay by transferring
the self-regenerative parts of itself onto the Other. In Harris's argument, the
suppression of the intuitive side of human nature has created a world which
has deliberately burned its bridges to the past. The power to regenerate now
comes from the hybridized margins, from "racial" and cultural mixture,
from the "intuitive imagination" of the artist able to look aslant at the self-
isolated modern world.

Although Harris does not wish to be categorized only as a post-colonial
writer, his work is, and has always been, intimately concerned with challeng-
ing the absolutes of imperial power. It is interesting that in his notion of
regeneration coming through hybridization, post-colonial theory has even-
tually lined up behind his thinking - Homi K. Bhabha, for instance, sees
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hybridization as both regeneration and resistance - and Harris was express-
ing a form of "magie realism" long before the genre became popular. Twen-
ty or thirty years ago, post-colonial writing was beginning to be structured
around a conflict between oppressors and oppressed, reversing the Eu-
ropean perception of good at the center, and evil on the margins, but still
keeping the two worlds separated by the historical evil of imperialism. Har-
ris never did subscribe to that view, always seeing a complex interdepend-
ence of cultures in the past, present, and future where others saw conflict.
His lectures reveal a remarkably stable vision in his thirty years of writing.
The book is recommended as a fine complement to his fiction, and as an
eloquent expression of a highly individual imagination.

Derek Walcott's Poetry: American Mimicry. REI TERADA. Boston: North-
eastern University Press, 1992. ix + 260 pp. (Cloth US$ 35.00).

JONATHAN WHITE

Department of Literature
University of Essex
Colchester C04 3SQ, England

Rei Terada's monograph is rich in allusion to postmodern and post-colonial
theory. The main argument is a simple and valuable one about "mimicry,"
borrowed in essence not from theorists but from an essay by Derek Walcott
himself ("The Caribbean: Culture or Mimicry?" in the 1974 Journal of Inter-
American Studies and World Affairs), and developed by Terada as a crucial
insight into the cultural workings of poetry. In a nutshell, the claim is that
culture not only includes much mimicry but in essence is mimicry. In Wal-
cott's words, "Fear of imitation obsesses minor poets" (p. 47). Setting their
sights on "originality" - something which by the terms of this argument is a
misleading shibboleth - minor poets stand no chance of engaging fully in
their cultures. The major poet-adventurers explore cultural tradition by
learning its complex languages - in short, through mimicry. Thus Terada
demonstrates how Walcott's cultural origins involve him in intricate mimic-
ry of different and even conflicting influences - so much so that he becomes
in his own phrase, "the mulatto of style" (p. 43). This argument is highly
relevant to literature of the Caribbean, particularly in view of V.S. Naipaul's
often detested but much feared satires on post-colonial cultures as "mimic"
versions of better, because more "authentic," European models. Terada
suggests that even those "original," "Old World" models must be under-
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stood as mimicry in their turn. All discourse is mimicry of something extant
in a culture, since, in Walcott's words, "language is mimicry, and creative to
the extent that it is" (p. 47).

De-emphasizing "anxiety of influence," Terada analyzes how Walcott es-
tablishes "links of sensibility beneath a veneer of difference" (p. 50), revers-
ing the conventional notion of self-differentiation from the community of
other past and present writers. Until recently, criticism has often concen-
trated on the sheer difficulties of literature forging its "independence"
within societies which are themselves frequently independent in name only,
and devastated by what Ngugi wa Thiong'o has called the "cultural bomb"
of imperialism. By considering the issue in the way Terada does (following
clues from Walcott), cultural mimicry is not the problem. On the contrary,
learning to embrace rather than shun mimicry is claimed as a large step
towards a creative solution.

How convincing is this argument? In effect it could not stand without one
important (and not so simple) caveat. Fortunately Terada introduces this
caveat early, and its implications subtly pervade her subsequent analyses. In
essence it is the matter of poetry internalizing differences within itself. Her
claim is that Walcott "contains the conflict as a difference within his own
identity," producing in the poetry "a state of being that incorporates differ-
ence within itself' (p. 9). Terada puts this case best in the opening chapters,
particularly in the illuminating discussion of "Walcott and Creole Politics"
(Chapter 3), which hinges on the persuasively argued claim that "the creole
model, since it incorporates difference in its very constitution, has a good
deal in common with Western poststructural models of language" (p. 85).

Some of the discussion in later chapters seems a little arbitrary, and at times
abstruse. As with many critics, Terada's attempts to do justice to genuine
complexities occasionally result in more rather than less mystification. For
example: "Neither can we decide whether 'The Light of the World' actively
produces and undoes these contradictions or whether these contradictions
actively produce and undo it, for the process of disclosing the ubiquity of
rhetoric also begins in self-knowledge and moves toward generalization, fol-
lowing the route of the universalizing impulse it queries" (p. 225). I myself
would seriously query that rhetoric. Fortunately it is f ar from ubiquitous here.
Indeed, it is perhaps a drawback to be expected in a book whose author has
worked hard to engage with "tensions, conflicts, and cruces" in Walcott's
oeuvre to date (p. 7), and has at every point eschewed turning the text into a
mere unproblematic trawl through the poet's successive achievements.

We need more criticism that faces big questions of relationship between
poetry and culture - here the large (and largely misunderstood) issue of
mimicry - with the intellectual penetration of this book from Terada.
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Africa and Africans in the Making of the Atlantic World, 1400-1680. JOHN

THORNTON. Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992. xxxviii + 309
pp. (Cloth US$ 49.95, Paper US$ 17.95)

RAY A. KEA

Department of History
University of California
Riverside CA 92521, U.S.A.

This is an important book and a compelling synthesis. The author, John
Thornton of Millersville University in Pennsylvania, argues for the cen-
trality and continuous involvement of western Africa in the creation of the
Atlantic World from the fifteenth to the late seventeenth century. The histo-
riographical and methodological inspiration and guide for Thornton's revi-
sionist strategy is the work of the late Fernand Braudel, in particular that
historian's Capitalism and Material Life - hence, the geographic scale, the-
matic range, broad generalities, and copiously documented historical detail
of Thornton's investigation.

The study is divided into two parts. "Africans in Africa" examines the
nature of the interaction between Europe and Atlantic Africa; "Africans in
the New World" discusses "the role that those Africans who went to live in
the non-African parts of the Atlantic world played in their new societies."
Thornton raises a number of probing and challenging questions and pursues
topics and themes which highlight African agency in the making of the
Atlantic world.

The book's first part addresses a set of questions pertaining to the nature
of western Africa's societal formations. Thornton reconstructs the political
geography and state systems of western Africa from Senegambia to Angola,
and examines particular aspects of African political economy, including
commerce and market networks, the production of textiles and iron/steel,
social structures, and the character of slavery. In his careful examination of
western Africa's interaction with Europe he shows how African poiities and
merchants were active in these interactions, for example, in the develop-
ment of trade, and argues, contrary to received historiographical and an-
thropological wisdom, that Europe did not exercise commercial dominance
over African marketing systems or political-military dominance over Afri-
can poiities. One of his major contentions is that the growth of the export
slave trade can be attributed to economie and political motives on the Afri-
can side: it was not an inevitable consequence of European coercion and
influence. While he makes this statement without grounding these motives
in the broader social life of Atlantic Africa, he nevertheless convincingly
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demonstrates that the societies of western Africa were viable civilizations in
their own right, that they were by no means inferior to their western Eu-
ropean counterparts with respect to commercial, political, and artisanal de-
velopment, and that they were not "backward," marginalized, regressive
entities in the Atlantic (or world) economy. Africa, he maintains, has to be
taken seriously by students of the transatlantic slave trade.

The second part investigates the historical situation of Africans (and
Afro-Americans) as a labor force, enslaved and freed, in "colonial Atlantic
societies." Resistance and religion are two of the main themes pursued in
this section. Thornton links both to slave community formation and the
centrality of the African/Afro-American presence in the colonial settler
societies. He maintains that in spite of the wretched conditions of slavery it
"was not sufficiently bad to prevent the development of a reasonably self-
sustaining slave community" and, he continues, such communities were es-
tablished throughout the Americas. His basic premise is that the slave pop-
ulations were capable of organizing these communities because of their cul-
tural experiences and institutions in Africa.

On the basis of language, he divides Atlantic Africa into three culturally
distinct zones - Upper Guinea, Lower Guinea, and Angola - and seven
subzones. He then suggests that although enslaved "Africans may have
been linguistically diverse, there were only three different cultures that con-
tributed to the New World, and among them only seven distinct subcul-
tures." The African slaves of the Americas were, in this view, less culturally
diverse than Americanist scholars had previously assumed and argued. He
continues that largely because of extensive commercial exchange through-
out the Atlantic African zones, cultural interaction was frequent and wide-
spread; hence multilingualism and the sharing of religious and artistic heri-
tages and of aspects of material culture by distinct ethnolinguistic and
cultural groups were commonplace. A background of cultural sharing and
multilingualism was a condition of existence for slave community formation
in the Americas.

Nor did "randomizing" happen on a massive, insurmountable scale; there
was no haphazard, ad hoc placement of Africans from diverse African
locales on plantations and in mines, workshops, and towns. Thornton states
that the general pattern of slave acquisition along the western African coast
was for a slaving ship to put in at one or, at most, two ports. "Slaves were
drawn from the commercial circuit that served both the port and the
region," or culture zone. On large estates, he writes, slaves would have "no
trouble finding members of their nation with whom to communicate, and
they would have even less trouble finding those of other nations with whom
they were linked through commerce and other interaction in Africa."
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Thornton's view is that a kind of cultural cosmopohtanism enabled slaves to
create coherent communities.

The author is to be congratulated for this bold. revisionist study, which
will be welcomed by Africanists and Americanists alike. No future studies
of the transatlantic slave trade can afford to ignore it.

Slavery and the Rise of the Atlantic System. BARBARA L. SOLOW (ed.). Cam-
bridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991. viii + 355 pp. (Cloth £ 37.50)

B.W. HlGMAN

Department of History
University of the West Indies
Mona. Jamaica

As a collection of papers originally presented at a conference, Slavery and
the Rise of the Atlantic System is superior to most productions of its type.
The twelve chapters hang together well, because they address a coherent set
of issues and have been carefully edited to emphasize the interconnected-
ness of the themes. But coherence does not mean consensus, and dialogue is
an important feature of the volume. In addition to contributing a chapter on
slavery and colonization Barbara L. Solow provides a valuable introduction
establishing the framework of the analysis. It is the burden of her introduc-
tion, and of the volume as a whole, to demonstrate the significance for world
history of the inclusion of the New World in the international economy and
the fundamental role of slavery in that process. The chapters in the volume
"place the study of slavery in the mainstream of international history" (p. 1).

Beyond this essential point, Solow seeks to argue not only that slavery
was the source of economie growth in the New World but also that in the
Old World "those regions linked to the colonial trade experienced
increased demand for their goods and services - manufactures and shipping
- and became sources of dynamic growth in their countries" (p. 2). Most of
the contributors to the volume support this general argument, though with
variations and perhaps a tendency to be less certain about the Old World
side of the balance. The arguments of Eric Williams in Capitalism and Slav-
ery are never far away, though curiously his name does not appear in the
index.

William D. Phillips, Jr. discusses the Old World background and contends
that the long existence of slavery in domestic service and gang labor, and the
revival of the plantation on the Atlantic islands, provided preconditions and
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prototypes which strongly influenced the character of slavery in the Amer-
icas. Similarly, in a discussion of the Portuguese and Spanish empires down
to 1713, Franklin W. Knight concludes that "the potential economie value of
the Americas could never have been realized" without African slaves and
the transatlantic trade (p. 72). He also notes, however, that the slave trade
mode of production became less significant as a mechanism of capital accu-
mulation by the end of the eighteenth century, when industrial capitalism
(partly a product of the slave system) réplaced commercial capitalism, and
just when the Spanish came to realize the full potential of the slave trade. In
his essay on the eighteenth century, Joseph C. Miller implicitly argues
against the interpretation advanced by Solow, holding that "for Portugal
and its empire, as well as elsewhere on the peripheries of the Atlantic econ-
omy, declining and threatened economie interests resorted to slavery and
the slave trade as a means of delaying impending collapse. Slaving there
entrenched old inefficiencies and removed Portugal further and further
from the growth and structural changes gathering momentum elsewhere"
(p. 149). Another chapter on the Portuguese, by Luiz Felipe de Alencastro,
extends Miller's emphasis on marginality and the place of Brazil in the
Atlantic system. The Dutch, on the other hand, according to P.C. Emmer,
"were instrumental in combining the production technology of the first
Atlantic system with the capitalism of the second Atlantic system" rather
than contributing directly to staple output (p. 95). He agrees that slave labor
was essential to both systems.

For North America, David Richardson contributes an essay on New
England in the eighteenth century and David W. Galenson on the Chesa-
peake in the seventeenth century. Richardson argues that although New
England was never a true slave society, the region's trade with slave-based
economies played a much larger role in its economie growth than historians
have commonly recognized. Slavery was much more obviously central to
the Chesapeake, and Galenson stresses the need to understand its role by
looking both at local and transatlantic variables.

Students of the slave trade and its contribution to the economie dom-
inance of the West will find particularly interesting the chapter by P.K.
O'Brien and S. L. Engerman. The significance of their essay has already
been picked up by William Darity, Jr. (1992) and Joseph E. Inikori (1993),
who note a revision of earlier arguments that profits from the slave trade
and colonial trade were too small in relation to British or European gross
national product or gross investment to explain the rise of industry. O'Brien
and Engerman, in their chapter in the volume under review, give particular
emphasis to the role of exports from Britain, supporting Solow's global
view. No doubt the debate will continue.
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Patrick Villiers offers some relevant data on the French trade in the eigh-
teenth century, but does not develop an extended analysis. Jacob M. Price
contributes a very valuable chapter on the role of credit in the slave trade
and plantation economies. David Eltis, going against the tide of Solow's
argument, contends that the transatlantic trade did not "undermine the pre-
dominance of domestic economie activity" in Africa itself (p. 118).

All in all, Slavery and the Rise of the Atlantic System provides a rich source
of new data and ideas within the context of longstanding debates in the
historiography.
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Africa in America: Slave Acculturation and Resistance in the American
South and the British Caribbean, 1736-1831. MICHAEL MULLIN. Urbana:
University of Illinois Press. 412 pp. (Cloth US$ 37.50)

SlDNEY W. MlNTZ

Department of Anthropology
Johns Hopkins University
BaltimoreMD 21218. U.S.A.

This lengthy, complex, thought-provoking, and copiously detailed work car-
ries forward the arguments its author initiated in his Flight and Rebellion,
published more than two decades ago, rendering them more elaborate and
sophisticated. Eleven chapters, in three sections ("The Unseasoned,"
"Plantation Slaves," and "The Assimilateds"), imply some general chron-
ological sequence. But the discussion moves back and forth through time
and, since four major cases are used for comparative purposes, through
space as well. Jamaica, Barbados, the Carolina lowcountry, and the Chesa-
peake are the cases; the time spread is just about one century long. Some
chapters of a descriptive, "ethnographic" sort are as short as twelve or fif-
teen pages; others are as long as thirty-eight. They display both Michael
Mullin's views and an immense amount of work. Occasional lengthy pas-
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sages seem to dangle, neither altogether clear nor sufficiently tied to what
precedes or follows them (see, for example, the chronicle of Willem the
obeahman, pp. 180-82). But the book is worth our time.

Mullin wants to lay bare the link between how the slaves acculturated and
how they resisted their condition. He assures us he is not interested in heroes
and heroines (and the book is happily free of both, except perhaps for the
planters' employees Samson Wood and Thomas Thistlewood), but rather in
using resistance "to describe differences in the values and ways of Africans
and Creoles" (p. 2). These Africans aqd Creoles are among the many contras-
tive categories the author devises. Taking note of one of the two contesting
perspectives which see slaves either as passive victims or as active résisters,
Mullin seems to side more with the latten But he shows that the issue is com-
plicated by differences between the U.S. South and the Anglophone Carib-
bean. He documents such differences here in a more convincing manner than
have most historians of the South, who created a precedent a couple of dec-
ades ago by using the islands as a spurious backdrop for their Southern cases,
rather than giving them equal (or equally informed) treatment.

In earlier work, Mullin tells us, he saw slavery as an encounter between
two cultures, one of them "African"; assigned importance to each person's
specific occupation, identity as an African or Creole, and the overall work
environment in shaping individual resistance; and sought to use resistance
itself as a means for understanding the impact of slavery on a people (pp.
3-4). Now, rather than using plantation life as the context for his case stud-
ies, he treats the "unseasoned," the plantation slaves, and the "assimilated
artisans" as three stages in the Afro-American experience against which to
silhouette his four geographical cases.

I wish to corftment on two of the many subjects in Mullin's book before
attempting to evaluate the merit of his approach. One is the emergence of
the proto-peasantry in the West Indies, and Mullin's strong case for its non-
emergence in the U.S. South. The other is the issue of the slave family,
wherein Mullin sees again a strong contrastive difference between main-
land Anglo-America and the Anglophone West Indies.

There is no doubt that for the slaves access to land upon which to grow
their own food was an important feature of the way West Indian slavery
operated. Mullin is eloquent and persuasive on the proto-peasantry, though
I think that even he is not as clear as he might be on what this access made
possible. More important, however, is his claim that a comparable access
was absent in the South.

The Anglophone West Indian planters did poorly by the slaves, who were
left chronically hungry and weak from undernourishment, and sometimes
died of hunger, or disease aided by malnutrition. In one particularly awful
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period (1780-81) in Jamaica, "many thousand" starved to death (Edwards
1793, 11:413). The planters were fully aware of the crisis, but reluctant to
make the investments necessary to protect the slaves. Barry Higman
(1984:204) has explained that there were three principal sources of slave
provisions: imports, food raised on the plantations by gangs organized by
the plantation itself, and proto-peasant production.1 In Jamaica, and from
an early time onward, proto-peasant production emerged as the most
important of these alternatives. Mullin stresses the large measure of auton-
omy slaves came to exercise in the sphere of land use, marketing, and finan-
cial judgment; here, I suspect that he may go too far. But he could have said
more about the family head's authority in disposing of family labor, choos-
ing crops to grow, making the decisions necessary for effective marketing,
and using savings creatively. He could also have stressed the ideological
significance of a subterranean (though largely visible) slave-based econom-
ie infrastructure. A more powerful contradiction of what slaves were sup-
posed to be - a more palpable refutation of their ostensible limitations than
the ways they farmed, managed their labor, planned their marketing, and
used their resources - would be hard to imagine. The image of the slaves as
stupid, incompetent, and dependent upon Christian guidance becomes ludi-
crous when ranged alongside the reality of many thousands who farmed
land in their free moments, carried produce to market, sold and purchased
the goods they desired, and meanwhile provisioned the entire society.

But Mullin argues forcefully that comparable economie activity by slaves
in the South did not evolve and, more important, that what did evolve was
always under the planters' thumbs. Because he imputes such importance to
slaves' management of their provision grounds, he may overstress the con-
sequences of the difference (compare, for example, his argument on p. 157
with Berlin and Morgan 1991; Schlotterbeck 1991; Campbell 1991; and
McDonald 1991); but the difference itself appears real.2 Mullin thinks that
attaching wealth earned by autonomous economie activity to paternity via
inheritance in the case of the Jamaican slaves was somehow a collective act
and therefore "African." I suspect, rather, that passing on wealth to one's
children was a profoundly Western and individualistic act, rather than a
collective one.3 Individuality and collectivity need not be counterposed and
are not mutually exclusive.

Mullin's observations on family structure are also puzzling. His final
remarks on the subject read:

Ultimately, slaves acculturated more slowly and less thoroughly in the Caribbean than
in the South because West Indian families were constituted differently - and thereby
were stronger - than mainland slave families. There is a paradox here. The notorious
vital statistics of West Indian slaves (of high death rates and low birth rates) obscure the
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remarkable success of those Caribbean families able to use the slave-oriented internal
economy of provision grounds, surpluses and markets to reconstitute families that were
African in character, deeming property as collective anda basis ofsuch ancestor rituals as
play. (p. 273: emphasis added)

There is a paradox here, possibly several. No one more than this reviewer
would like to link greater economie autonomy among the slaves to solidary
kinship bonds and stronger families. But Mullin's confident economie
determinism in this case is somewhat surprising. Just how did this near-
miracle happen; and how can it be proved? The case is not made, at least not
in this book.

Deeming property "collective," families "African in character," and "play
as ancestor ritual" poses problems. Access to land for provision grounds,
and private property in terms of real wealth (such as cash, clothing, furni-
ture, etc.) seem, throughout slavery, to have been individual matters,
though provision grounds were worked by household groups or families. To
be sure, after emancipation in Jamaica, as Jean Besson has demonstrated
powerfully (see, for example, 1984,1987), family land came into being and,
with it, corporateness of a kind, particularly with reference to family land.
The desires of the slaves to become members of communities and of fam-
ilies could then come much closer to reality. Besson (1984:19) also sub-
stantiates the existence of an unrestricted cognatic system of kinship (once
believed impossible) "with overlapping kin groups and family lines of ever-
increasing size." But it is misleading to let these findings obscure the Jamai-
cans' strong commitment to individual private property, and there is no
reason to doubt that such economie individualism took shape before 1838.
Family land excepted, inheritance was partible and particulate, and eco-
nomie resources (for example, marketing capital) have always been em-
ployed on an individual and highly competitive basis. The same certainly
seems to be the case for West Africa today, though such an assertion is
empty in the light of intervening centuries. As for families "African in char-
acter," I do not understand at all what Mullin means. If there is anything of a
general kind that might be said about "African [nuclear] families," it would
be that they are usually embedded in larger groups organized around princi-
ples of kinship - which is what Caribbean families had difficulty becoming
from the start. One might except for certain purposes the "bloods" of Car-
riacou (Smith 1962) or the Maroons of Suriname (Price 1975), for example.
But no sleight of hand will make it easy to get from Jamaican family land to
families of an "African character."

The larger issue may have to do with what of a cultural sort did, indeed,
diffuse from Africa to the New World. Mullin's tendency to treat culture as
materially embodied, or fixed, may be the cause of his most serious misread-
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ings. Kroeber (1948) writes of culture that "perhaps how it comes to be is
really more distinctive of culture than what it is." That would seem to be the
case even more in societies such as the West Indies of the eighteenth cen-
tury, with their deep cultural divisions and rapid turnovers of population.
Yet it is difficult to deal with "traditional" things when they keep changing
under one's eyes, and particularly when it is all happening in the remote
past. Still, we know that things can resemble African institutions without
being African institutions. Thus Besson (1984:19) contends that "family
land does not represent survivals from ancestral or colonial cultures, but the
creation of Caribbean culture in resistant response to Caribbean agrarian
relations."

Mullin's use of labels (such as "assimilateds" or "unseasoned") hyposta-
tizes to a large extent what were ongoing processes of culture-building un-
der desperate circumstances. By creating the categories, then filling them
with examples, he endows the categories themselves - such as "African" or
"Creole" - with an ontological status they may not deserve. Those familiar
with the late Edward Thompson's exchanges with the French structuralists
may remember his admonition concerning class conflict. Althusser, he
wrote, postulates a working class, then tells us how classes enter into class
struggle. Thompson disagreed. It is rather, he argued, that people in the
midst of their daily lives discover they have a common fate by struggling
against their oppressors, and in doing so, they discover they are members of
a class. I think Mullin's arguments can be called into question along the lines
of the same sort of reasoning.

Afro-American culture was forged in everyday situations, some of them
in struggle. Individuals thrown together in shared suffering find each other,
and cope with their oppressors as best as they can. The slaves had no time
for debates about cultural purity or finding roots; it was hard enough staying
alive. Hence they built their cultures from the ground up - from what they
had in their heads, hearts, and minds, what they could appropriate from
their social environment, and what they could give to each other. They were
not able to transfer their institutions intact to the New World, and despite
Mullin's thorough search for "tribes," I for one am left unconvinced that he
has discovered any. By employing a label such as "African," he sometimes
appears to be losing just what it is he is attempting to catch.

Thus, for example, the "shipmate" phenomenon which arose out of the
experience of the Middle Passage (see Mintz & Price 1992:43-45), to which
Mullin refers frequently, took shape precisely because tribal membership
and family membership had been so impaired by enslavement and trans-
portation. That shipmate relationships (mdti, batiment, malungo, etc.) were
so important (even giving rise to incest taboos) is not evidence of the
strength of tribal or kin loyalties, but of their situational weakness.
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These criticisms notwithstanding, Mullin has written a thoughtful, sober
and richly documented work, from which Caribbeanists, at least, can learn
much.

NOTES

1. I flrst used the term "proto-peasantry" more than thirty years ago to characterize those who
grew their own provisions and marketed the surplus, using their income as they wished, but
were still slaves (Mintz 1961). The term contains, of course, the implication that the slaves
would become free; and of course they eventually did.

2. Mullin contends that women were predominant in the Jamaican markets even before eman-
cipation, and faults me for claiming, he says, "that women higglers only appeared after emanci-
pation, an argument based on the assumption that slave men dominated provision grounds" (p.
383, n. 17). What I did claim was that families are repeatedly described as going to market
before emancipation. After emancipation, as slave families acquired land of their own in peas-
ant communities, men commonly became the cultivators and women the marketers. Mullin's
evidence for predominantly female marketing before emancipation is welcome and important:
I think it is still rather thin (see pp. 300-7, especially 304-6).

3. "Stripped thus of the traditional guarantees of tribal membership on the one hand, and
denied the protections of feudal reciprocities on the other, they [the slaves] were individualized
by slavery without being permitted to organize against it. The critical feature of their exploita-
tion was hence to deprive them of two major accesses which European capitalism would even-
tually concede to its proletarian populations, as North American capitalism did for its white
citizenry: political liberty and the right to accumulate capital ... The acquisition of particular
skills through which liquid wealth could be earned, accumulated, and possibly even transmit-
ted to one's children was especially important in enabling individual slaves to define their
paternity by acquiring a patrimony - in societies in which individual wealth was often a princi-
pal measure of individual worth" (Mintz 1971:330; see also Mintz 1978).
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Afrika in Amerika was published in connection with an exhibition by the
same name shown in Hamburg during the Columbus quincentennial in
1992. Rather than detailing the discovery and conquest of the American
continent by Columbus and his Spanish entourage, the exhibit focused on
the cultural implications of one of the major population movements which
these historical events set in motion: the forcible removal of millions of
people from Africa in order to serve as slaves in the American continent.
The resulting publication is a richly illustrated and handsome work which
touches on many important aspects of the African legacy in the Americas.

The book is apparently intended to serve as a textbook which may be
used as an introduction to African-American culture, and most of the arti-
cles are written on the basis of the relevant published literature, much of it in
English. The book therefore is of limited interest to most academie special-
ists in the area, who would be well versed in the original sources.

A few of the articles do, however, present new material which may not be
well known. Among them are Wolfgang Haberland's article on the Taino
and other "West Indians" and Richard and Sally Price's article on Maroon
societies and their art. These articles contain many pictures of items in the
collection of Taino and Saramaka material culture held by the Museum für
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Völkerkunde, which hosted the exhibit. From an African-American per-
spective, the museum's fine holdings of Saramaka material culture is of par-
ticular interest, partly because it was collected in 1930 by Frances and Mel-
ville Herskovits, pioneering anthropologists in the Caribbean, partly
because it contains ritual objects which are rarely shown in public. Richard
and Sally Price note, in fact, that most Saramaka probably would not
approve of such open display of their sacred objects. Similarly Ute Stebich's
article on Haitian art is accompanied by a number of reproductions of paint-
ings from the Jaeger Collection, Neu-Ulm, one of them by Philomé Obin
which dates back to 1944. They will be of great interest to many.

Thomas Stege's article (written largely on the basis of Christian Degn's
book Die Schimmelmanns im atlantischen Dreieckshandel (1974) brings to
light an example of German involvement in the Caribbean which may be
relatively unknown. It discusses the German Schimmelmann family, which
played a major role in Danish West Indian historyfor more than a century
and was one of the leading forces behind the Danish abolition of the slave
trade in 1792. Another major German contribution to Caribbean history is
not discussed in the book, however - that of the Moravian missionaries who
began religious and educational instruction among slaves in the Danish
West Indies during the 1730s.

How well does the book serve as an introduction to the African presence
in the Americas? Since it is published in connection with an exhibition it is
understandable that it tends to emphasize the more spectacular aspects of
African-American culture, such as rituals (Haitian voodoo, Saramaka fet-
ishes, candomblé), art (Haitian paintings, Saramaka woodcarvings), music
and dance, and resistance. While the chapter on these topics are all interest-
ing and rewarding, the very limited attention paid to other aspects of Afri-
can-American life, such as social and economie relations, may leave the
impression that these latter are poorly developed in the Caribbean.

Unfortunately, this impression is indirectly supported by Piet Emmer's
chapter on the slave trade and slavery, at least as far as economie relations
are concerned. He argues that the experience of slavery, in which all slaves
received the same food and clothing regardless of their work efforts, left
them with little incentive to develop a spirit of enterprise or economie drive.
This made it difficult for them to engage in trade relations, agriculture, or
the trades after emancipation (p. 77). He then goes on to ask whether this
may explain some of the problems faced by Caribbean immigrants in North
America and Europe today: "Do the slaves' descendants also suffer from
racial discrimination in North America and in Europe? Or do they not seize
the opportunities that offer themselves? Does their past of powerless main-
tenance still play a role?" (p. 78). Emmer's description of the slave experi-
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ence is contrary to that found in most recent scholarly works which, in addi-
tion to examining the institution of slavery itself, have also attempted to
look into slave culture. Furthermore, Emmer's attempt to explain a contem-
porary situation by reference to a slave system which was abolished more
than 100 years ago ignores the impact of the post-emancipation history on
the later development of African-American culture.

Afrika in Amerika is a beautiful book with many well written and
thoughtful articles. It would be even better if it were complemented by a
companion volume which could fill in some of the gaps that cause this book
to present a somewhat warped picture of Africa in America.
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Twelve years after William Bascom's death, we are finally bequeathed the
great Africanist's conclusive documentation of the persistence and continu-
ity of African culture in the New World. In this book, assembled by his
Berkeley colleague Alan Dundes from articles in the journal Research in
African Literatures, Bascom asserts that ninety folktales found in the New
World could have come only from Africa. As an introduction, Dundes
inserts part of a 1981 lecture in which Bascom announces his position,
explains his sources, and describes his methods of work. Reading this book
fifty years after Melville Herskovits revealed the African backgrounds of
American blacks, and mindful of the inveterate resistance to the fact, no
one can doubt the success of Bascom's attempt "to end the century-old
debate about the African sources of American folktales" (p. xxiv).

Chapter 1, "Oba's Ear," demonstrates that a Yoruba myth "has survived
in the Americas in readily recognizable form" by summarizing eight New
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World versions and six African ones; two African texts are translated and
transcribed. Chapter 2 sets the pattern for the rest. In it Bascom establishes
the independent existence of the tale "The Talking Skull Refuses to Talk" as
not merely a motif but a whole plot. He demonstrates its African origin and
its popularity in the New World by summarizing forty-three versions from
the New World and twenty-four from Africa. Three additional versions are
reported from Brazil in an addendum by Gerald M. Moser; two more, from
the United States and Jamaica, are added in Bascom's reply. He frames the
chapter (and thereby the whole book) as a reply to Richard M. Dorson's
view that black American folktales were largely of European origin.

Chapter 3, "Trickster Seeks Endowments," takes up a more challenging
assortment of material. Here Bascom gathers together five tale patterns in
which "trickster seeks wisdom, cunning, or power" (p. 40), attempts to win a
wife, or must obtain a difficult object of search in order to achieve some
goal. Typically, the chapter ends with summaries of African and New World
versions - seventy-eight in this case, including texts from Guatemala, the
Bahamas, the Dominican Republic, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Grenada,
and other Caribbean islands.

The remaining chapters follow the pattern Bascom lays out in "The Talk-
ing Skull." Each chapter title names the tale or tales to be discussed, and the
first paragraph summarizes it. For comparative data, the author then turns
to A. Aarne's The Types of the Folktale and Stith Thompson's Motif-Index
of Folk Literature. Most often, reclassifying this African-based material
leads to the conclusion that incidents seen in Europe as motifs (tale compo-
nents) here are independent "types," recurrent whole plots. The chapter
ends with summaries of the many African and New World versions. The
book stops after the twenty-first tale, because Bascom did not live to com-
plete his documentation of the other sixty-nine.tale types.

To compensate, Alan Dundes's preface explains the comparative method
in folklore, the state of African folktale research, and the views of Richard
Dorson which Bascom set out to refute. Dundes adds references to Brazi-
lian material that will supplement Bascom's findings. Especially revealing is
Dundes's explanation that for years Bascom assembled notes on every col-
lection of African tales to be published. "The resulting index-card file con-
stituted a virtual private tale type index of African folktales" (p. ii). Because
it defines tales of African origin more fully than previous work has done,
this book forms the nucleus of a type index of African tales.

Bascom's text-oriented comparative study of the migration of African
materials to the New World may well seem old-fashioned in an era of per-
formance-based studies like the Prices' Two Evenings in Saramaka or
Roger Abrahams's The Man-of-Words in the West Indies. What a pity that
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he could not have seen more recent work confirming his position, such as
Joseph Holloway's Africanisms in American Culture. But Bascom's book is
an indispensable classic for folklorists, anthropologists, and New World his-
torians. It obliges students of traditional expressive culture to acknowledgé
the texts bequeathed to them by their predecessors. Now that computer
databases and telecommunication can facilitate comparative study of Afri-
can materials, it is more possible than ever to encompass and organize the
diversity of human expressivities. Perhaps those who follow up Bascom's
analyses of narratives will find a more readable way to present their materi-
als than the bald plot summaries he relied on, but none will display more
zeal or success in demonstrating the New World's debt to Africa.
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While this book does not provide the reader with a wealth of new data or
novel insights, it may very well turn out to become a lasting contribution to
the field. As an introductory overview aiming at a rather broad readership,
Dale Bisnauth's History of Religions in the Caribbean seems particularly
suitable for use in undergraduate courses on religion in the Caribbean.
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The fruit of arduous labor by a former lecturer at Kingston's United The
ological College with a Ph.D. in History, the book strongly resembles, in its
design and nature, the successful Short History of the West Indies by J.H.
Parry et al. Yet History of Religions is not quite as "mature" as its prede-
cessor, first published thirty-seven years ago and repeatedly reprinted and
updated since. One unfortunate shortcoming of this religious equivalent of
A Short History is its quite arbitrary caesura around 1950. Bisnauth occa-
sionally continues into more recent years, for instance on Jamaican Rasta-
fari and the White-Robed Army of Jordanites in Guyana, but in view of the
rapidity of religious change in post-colonial years an additional chapter on
contemporary developments in the region would have been most welcome.
The absence of an index and a bibliography, or even a list with suggestions
for further reading, represents another regrettable omission.

Bisnauth starts out, as may be expected, with a brief obligatory chapter
on "the religious beliefs of the indigenous peoples," which - logically, in the
absence of ample historical data - remains somewhat superficial. The
remainder of the book follows a largely fluent and coherent line with chap-
ters on Catholicism, the challenge to Catholicism, "Africanism," "Evangel-
icalism" during slavery, Hinduism and Islam, the Africanization of Chris-
tianity, and Christianity in the post-emancipation era.

In keeping with the book's introductory nature, the text remains primar-
ily descriptive. As the author writes in his preface, "emphasis is placed on
the actual beliefs and practices of the peoples of the Caribbean." The infor-
mation provided is rather compact, with a sometimes overwhelming
amount of (not always necessary) factual detail. The abundance of names,
dates, and places of minor importance contributes to its somewhat encyclo-
pedie character. While by and large the book neatly covers the great variety
of churches, denominations, sects, and cults in the region, the author is best
informed about religion in the Anglophone Caribbean. Hence, the discus-
sions of religion in the British West Indies tend to absorb more space than
the developments in the Hispanophone and Francophone areas.

In some cases the conclusions in History of Religions in the Caribbean
lack the necessary nuances, for instance when the author maintains that "a
friendly social atmosphere was created in Catholic colonial societies
[which] helped to neutralize any striving for real social equality on the part
of the blacks" (p. 200). One has only to point to Haiti during the late eigh-
teenth century to illustrate that such a conclusion is in dire need of further
elaboration.

Bisnauth, a Minister of Religion in the Presbyterian Church of Guyana,
emphasizes harmony rather than conflict. He stresses the integrating role of
Christianity in the Anglophone Caribbean during the nineteenth century,
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which he insists" helped to create ... a social.consensus that cut across social
and colour lines without seriously affecting those lines" (p. 201). The estab-
lished churches "played a vital part" in the emergence of "a 'greater tradi-
tion' of cultural values" in the British West Indies (pp. 201-2). Although
there is obviously a basic validity in such an interpretation, it is a somewhat
optimistic and unbalanced view. The social importance of the great variety
of Afro-Caribbean religions as vehicles of protest and resistance, also in the
post-emancipation era, deserves more attention.

Those involved in teaching on religion in the Caribbean and those inter-
ested in a general introduction to the subject will nevertheless find History
of Religions a most useful book. In a revised and enlarged edition, it could
even become the "essential book" which the confident publisher already
claims this first edition to be.
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Few academie products in the Netherlands have generated as much public
attention, turmoil, and rage, in the past decade, as Philomena Essed's trea-
tises on everyday racism. Her main and most explosive thesis, that the Neth-
erlands is as deeply and as structurally racist as the United States, has, if it
ever truly made the agenda, quickly disappeared from it again. Space con-
straints do not allow such an exercise here, but an analysis of the public
reception of Essed's work in terms of the notions she so astutely f urnishes in
her theory should prove to be interesting: e.g., the tendency of the dominant
group to punish, ridicule, marginalize, and pathologize the messenger of the
bad news of racism; the myth that racism, if it is to be found at all, is located
in the bottom layers of Dutch society, not among the elite; and the conve-
nient misunderstanding that the term racism should only be applied to
extremist forms.
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Based on non-directive interviews with African-American women in Cal-
ifornia and Afro-Surinamese women in the Netherlands, Essed explores the
nature of everyday racism in the two settings. It is a significant comment on
the state-of-the-art of racism research that hers is the first study to centrally
focus on the experience of blacks: How is racism experienced in everyday
situations? How do blacks recognize covert expressions of racism? What
knowledge of racism do blacks have, and how is this knowledge acquired?
(1991:vii). In Everyday Racism, black women's experiences while shopping
or using public transportation and in the labor and housing market take
center stage; in Understanding Everyday Racism, the theoretical underpin-
nings of Essed's model, integrating building blocks from macro- and micro-
sociology, social psychology, discourse analysis, race relations, and women's
studies, are unfolded. Everyday racism, a concept coined by Essed
(1991:52) to overcome limitations associated with traditional structural and
interactional approaches to the study of racism, is defined as

a process in which (a) socialized racist notions are integrated into meanings that make
practices immediately definable and manageable, (b) practices with racist implications
become in themselves familiar and repetitive, and (c) underlying racial and ethnic rela-
tions are actualized and reinforced through these routine or familiar practices in every-
day situations.

Or again, "Everyday racism is the integration of racism into everyday sit-
uations through practices (cognitive and behavioral) that activate under-
lying power relations" (1991:50).

By the innovative move of making the experience of black women a cen-
tral point of departure, Essed is able to show forms of gendered racism that
heretofore had remained obscure, and to demonstrate the consistency of
practices in all levels of society, thus showing that racism is structure, ideol-
ogy, and process alike. In both societies three fundamental mechanisms
shape the experiences of black women: marginalization, problematization
of their perceptions of social reality, and containment strategies, such as
intimidation, patronizing, and pressure to assimilate. The repetitiveness,
the cumulativeness, and the systematics of everyday racism amounts for
black women in a white-dominated society to "a continual battle against the
denial of racism, against Whitecentrism, against automatic in-group prefer-
ence among Whites, against constant impediments to their aspirations,
against humiliations, against petty harassment, and against denigration of
their cultures" (1991:10).

Particularly enlightening to me were Essed's analyses of the implications
of the different nature of U.S. and Dutch racism. For example, laying out the
differences in the domain of interracial dating, in which Dutch black women
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engage at an appreciably higher rate than their U.S. sisters, Essed points to
more racial racism ("race purism") in the U.S. and more cultural racism in
the Netherlands, in which class seems to override race. Here I would have
liked to see her address more fully the genesis and the nature of the differing
constructions of race in the two settings. How should we conceive of the
relationship between the emic Dutch and the Suriname construction of
race? Why does U.S. black male-white female coupling meet with less disap-
proval than the opposite dyad?

It would be surprising, indeed, if one were not left with some puzzlement
after reading these challenging works. While I initially struggled with the
validity of some instantiations of everyday racism (e.g., Ilse's Dutch neigh-
bor barging into her bedroom, uninvitedly [1990:65]), I let myself be con-
vinced by Essed's dictum that, regardless of intentionality, "specific prac-
tices are by definition racist only when they activate existing structural
racial inequality in the system" (1991:39). In that case, however, I am puz-
zled by the repeated assertion that "everyday racism is racism, but not all
racism is everyday racism" (1991:3). Even uncommon forms of racism will,
according to her own definition, always activate and reproduce existing ra-
cial/ethnic hierarchies.

Understanding Everyday Racism is an important contribution, because it
offers a forceful, dynamic, and courageous concept, that promises applica-
bility in a wide range of societies. The book affords no easy or complacent
reading either for blacks or for whites, turning the tables of tolerance into
those of power. The author convincingly shows the fundamentally different
implications of understanding the predicament of blacks in white-dom-
inated societies within a multicultural or racist framework. Tolerance, the
ideological companion of multiculturalism and supposed heartbeat of
Dutch society, is shown to be utterly beside the point of racism. This is
must-reading for everyone who wants to be part of the solution to the prob-
lem of living in the "global village."
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Beyond the Pale: White Women, Racism, and History. VRON WARE. London:
Verso, 1992. xviii + 263 pp. (Cloth US$ 59.85, Paper US$ 18.95)
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Most authors today freely acknowledge the intertwined effects of race,
class, and gender on the social fabric, but it remains rare for anyone to
effectively separate these threads without unravelling the whole cloth. Be-
yond the Pale offers a rich, detailed study which reveals and protects the
variegated tapestry of feminist history while highlighting how individual
fibers combine to form its dominant patterns.

In highly readable prose, this stimulating book recounts the history and
practice of white British feminism, and its links to other struggles against
inequality. Vron Ware argues that unacknowledged assumptions about race
underpin feminism, and, similarly, that ideas of masculinity and femininity
inform understandings of race. Explicitly identifying these connections is
the objective of this book: to see that "to be white and female is to occupy a
social category that is inescapably racialized as well as gendered" (p. xii).
Ware reveals the intersections in ideologies of race and gender (and to a
lesser extent, class) by analyzing the actions and statements of nineteenth-
century feminists, black and white, in three historical chapters documenting
their struggles against slavery, imperialism (and colonialism), and lynching.
Opening and closing chapters probe the legacy of these efforts in current
issues such as ecofeminism, green consumerism, and multiculturalism.

Overlap and divergence between feminist and anti-racist struggles are
depicted most starkly in the history of the anti-lynching movement in Great
Britain during the 1890s. Ida Wells, a young African-American journalist,
traveled to England to publicize atrocities committed against American
blacks. The reader uncovers a fascinating analysis of how women, united
against lynching, diverged in their understanding of its causes and its
reliance on a contested relationship between ideas about race and female
sexuality.

Ida Wells rejected the notion that lynching of blacks was motivated by
sexual crimes, arguing instead that it was an instrument of white supremacy
which used sexual imagery to flame racial fears. White men, reeling from
the economie losses following emancipation, could not and would not toler-
ate the loss of patriarchal privilege. "As long as white women were seen to
be the property of white men, without power or a voice of their own, their
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'protectors' could claim to be justified in taking revenge ... [and] the reputa-
tion of white women ... could always be saved by the charge that they had
been the victims of black lust" (p. 182). For Wells, racist lynching practices
were built upon gender inequality. To combat lynching, white women would
have to recognize their complicity in maintaining a definition of their "wom-
anhood" which absolved them of responsibility for their own actions, and to
take a more active role in defining their own places in society.

In contrast, Isabella Mayo, a white British supporter of anti-lynching
campaigns, held more conservative views of female sexuality, arguing that
"If the women in the South were all 'pure in heart and sound in head', we
should hear of fewer lynchings" (p. 196). For Mayo, only diseased or men-
tally unstable women would initiate male friendships, regardless of race.
Women had greater moral strength than men and should condemn lynching
as immoral and unjust rather than on racial grounds. Although she worked
hard to campaign against lynching, Mayo's position works more broadly
against both women's empowerment and racial equality.

By examining British feminists' attitudes toward Indian women, Ware
reveals how similarly contrasting notions of race, gender, and class sup-
ported alternative analyses of sisterhood under colonialism. Some believed
that British women had a civilizing role to play in uplifting Indian women
subordinated by a backwards culture; others used feminist principles to
argue that Indian men were at fault in oppressing Indian women; and some
few cautiously circled an anti-imperialist stance in noting that British colo-
nial policies were also implicated in suppressing both Indian women and
men. Ware notes that uncritical, ungendered representations of the colonial
experience in film and literature continue to shape the images of Empire for
the next generation.

Another intriguing theme is how international experiences have shaped
feminist movements. British-U.S. linkages financed and publicized the abo-
litionist and anti-lynching groups whose members often also worked for
women's rights. Activists' visits to British colonies fed indirectly into cam-
paigns for workers' rights and women's suffrage in England. Such historical
precedents of joined struggles are a heartening reminder when facing the
divisiveness of current movements.

The vignettes of contemporary events are less satisfying than the sub-
stantive historical treatments. An example linking environmentalism and
an almost Victorian association of women and nature tantalizingly suggests
that emerging systems of domination and exploitation link race, class, and
gender in new ways, but does not fully articulate the connections. Overall, a
valuable contribution to feminist history, the book deserves a wide read-
ership.
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Blackness and Race Mixture: The Dynamics of Racial Identity in Colombia.
PETER WADE. Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993. xv + 415 pp.
(Cloth US$ 58.00)
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As a referent for the politics of racial identity and inequality in Latin Amer-
ica, Brazil has the most renown among scholars for its myth/ideology of
racial democracy, conceptualized by Brazilian anthropologist Gilberto
Freyre and an integral part of the national folklore. Brazil, however, is not
alone in harboring a notion of racial egalitarianism in Latin America. Sev-
eral other nations - Cuba, Venezuela, Uruguay, and Colombia - also have
versions of the racial democracy myth. Blackness and Race Mixture
explores the Colombian variant of this belief system and social practice, and
contributes to further understanding of the national peculiarities of mis-
cegenation within a comparative perspective.

Students of race and ethnicity in Latin America, with few exceptions,
rarely utilize post-structuralist racial theory, relying instead on older para-
digms of ethnicity and class-based paradigms in largely descriptive accounts
of racial interaction. In contrast, Peter Wade is quite familiar with critical
race theory and employs meanings of blackness in contemporary Colombia
and their roots in constructions of national identity and political develop-
ment, industry, and culture. In this sense, Wade sees his work as an ethno-
historical extension of Michael Taussig's attempt (1980) at demystifying the
"natural order" of Colombia's racial democracy myth. Wade writes that he
is attempting to "evoke a sense of Colombia that includes its blackness as a
persistent, live, adaptable, and resistant element, an element that is, in fact,
an integral part of Colombian people's sense of their country" (p. xi).

Much like Brazil's Democracia racial and Mexico's La raza cosmica, the
cultural explanation for mestizaje in Colombia emphasizes racial and ethnic
plurality, the upholding of a mestizo ideal, alongside a gradual obsolescence
of people of African descent. The two opening chapters of the book concern
themselves with the disjuncture between the expressed ideology of ethnic
and racial pluralism and the discourses and social practices of white and
non-white, elite and non-elite, Colombians alike, that gives evidence of a
society replete with racist stereotypes and discriminatory practices. The
time-worn caricatures of lazy, indolent blacks and weak, promiscuous Indi-
ans are highlighted by Wade to demonstrate the racist and positivist views
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Colombian elites held in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, views
which were not unlike those of other Latin American elites over the same
period, and which persisted well into a more contemporary setting.

Perhaps the most interesting section of the book is Part II, "Cultural
Topography." It is concerned with the relationship between race and region-
alism, the manner in which the Choco, Antioquia, and Caribbean coastal
regions structure a spatial dimension to racial difference and cultural inter-
action. For Wade, the strong Afro-Colombian presence in Choco and the
reactions to it by whites and non-whites alike suggest that there is far less
ambiguity to the meaning and presence of African-derived peoples in Co-
lombia and elsewhere in Latin America. For this reason, Wade argues that
the category of black or negro is neither fluid nor ambiguous in relation to
other "racial" categories in Colombia. Blackness and its attendant stereo-
types carry the negative, static, often contradictory associations they do in
other Latin American countries. This is an important observation often lost
on Latin American scholars who are at pains to distinguish Latin American
racism from its U.S. counterpart.

Chapter 5, "The Black Community and Music," is resonant with the con-
cern for the role of music and expressive arts in cultural politics that has
been a major theme of British cultural studies, particularly the role of music
within black communities of the African diaspora (Gilroy 1989). In con-
trast, Wade notes how African-derived culture in Latin America is often
considered a component of national (as opposed to racial) identity, unlike
more dichotomous race relations in contexts such as the United States,
South Africa, or Britain where, given the nature of racial segregation and
oppression, cultural production can be a site for cultural politics. In Wade's
account, though, the iritersection of cultural production and cultural politics
is unclear. This may be due in part to the nature of Afro-Colombian identity,
but I believe it may also reflect the absence of discussion of Afro-Colom-
bian identity and cultural politics outside the realm of popular culture -
dance and music, as well as street life and its associations. Indeed, the penul-
timate chapter, "Prestige and Equality, Egotism and Envy," devotes just
twelve pages of an over-300-page text to Afro-Colombian social move-
ments and politics.

Blackness and Race Mixture is successful in demonstrating that Afro-
Colombian identity and cultural practices are a constitutive element of Co-
lombian national culture. It is less successful in achieving the author's
expressed aim to show Afro-Colombian collective action and resistance
more broadly, and not just in the arena of expressive culture.
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In the same year that this collection of nineteenth-century travel accounts
appeared in book stores, almost half a million foreigners visited the island of
Cuba. If even one out of every ten thousand of those observers of Cuban life
shares his or her thoughts publicly with contemporaries, they will produce
more accounts than Louis Pérez used for a book that covers a century. As
the present century turned travelers into tourists, recall of voyages evolved
from diaries and memoirs to postal cards, photos, slides, and videotapes.
Tourists' post cards carry pictures that travelers evoked with imaginative
language, often accompanied by the most banal message - "X marks the
spot where I stood in this square," or "The weather is fine, and I am well."
These are hardly observations that impart knowledge of, or appreciation
for, the location visited. Pity the poor archivists who may one day be called
on to catalog and store hundreds or thousands of untitled visual images -
and the scholars who try to reconstruct Cuban history from this embarrass-
ment of recorded riches.

Today's tourists are not yesterday's travelers. Tourism is a mass activity;
most tourists visit Cuba to play on its beaches. They travel in response to
what they have already heard about Cuba, and much of what they know was
purposefully disseminated to lure them to the island, where they spend their
money in relative comfort. They need not record their impressions because
information abounds in guide books. The relationship between the tourist
and Cuba is a commercial one.

On the other hand, nineteenth-century travelers were not the object of a
profi t-making industry. They often put themselves in jeopardy to visit cities,
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countries, or regions about which little had been written. The very shortage
of information drove them to travel and facilitated their finding publishers
when they returned home. Some of the works, as Pérez notes, were careless,
frivolous, biased, and/or erroneous; others afford us a valuable opportunity
to share experiences. Pérez has been advisedly selective, and this book is
useful because of the paucity of non-official sources of information about
Cuba.

Nevertheless, Slaves, Sugar, and Colonial Society disappoints. It has been
cobbled together, a patchwork that exhibits little effort; it hardly seems wor-
thy of Pérez, considered the pre-eminent U.S. scholar of Cuban history. His
introduction is neither gracefully written nor particularly enlightening. As a
unifying theme, he selected "change," not an unwarranted choice for Cuba's
dynamic nineteenth century, but certainly unimpressive. The first three para-
graphs of his introduction (p. xi) begin: "The nineteenth century was a time of
change in Cuba," "Change was a recurring phenomenon on the island" and
"Cuba was in transition during much of the nineteenth century."

Despite this emphasis on change, the readings seem static. They convey a
slice of life, a description tied to a particular experience. Pérez has not ful-
filled his responsibility to reveal the ways in which each account adds to our
understanding and appreciation of the pace and nature of the alterations
that overwhelmed Cuba. He has simply excerpted the material without indi-
cating why he chose particular passages, what he hoped to demonstrate, or
even who the authors were and why one observer might have been more
credible than another. The reader should know that David Turnbull was a
British consul in Cuba at a time when Britain tried to end the slave trade,
that Abiel Abbot was a Protestant minister and not unbiased in his attitudes
toward Cuban Catholicism, that Julia Ward Howe was a feminist and anti-
slavery activist. All of the accounts bear the mark of comparison and often
convey a smug superiority, a uniformity which Pérez does not address.

Pérez organized the selection under eight topics - Havana; sugar planta-
tions; slaves and slavery; crime and punishment; church, state, and religion;
health, education, and charity; rural life; and nineteenth-century society -
but neglects to explain his rationale for this scheme. Is it in response to some
imperative of Cuban history, determined by the interests of the travelers, or
simply arbitrary? We do not know what time of year it was when any partic-
ular traveler described a sugar plantation, slavery, or activity in Havana; or
what was happening in Spain that might have affected conditions in Cuba.
These are critical omissions. We do know that the accounts teil us nothing of
the eastern end of the island, even though discontents that resulted in inde-
pendence struggles were acutely feit there. We also know that some of the
material included in travel accounts was not personally observed but rather
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gleaned from reading or repeated "statements and anecdotes" (p. 123).
What difference does that make in our evaluation of the account?

Given Pérez's Lords of the Mountain, the absence of references to ban-
ditry was a surprise, but the whole section on rural life was rather dull.
Fredrika Bremer wrote of sociability among the wives of rural estates, and
Julia Ward Howe recounted - with righteous indignation addressed to her
feminist sisters - Cubans' prohibition of her attendance at that most pop-
ular of Cuban pastimes, the cockfight. Their lively renditions of social life, as
well as Abiel Abbot's expressed concerns about confrontations with run-
away slaves on dark roads, could have perked up a section dominated by a
detailed catalog of buildings on a coffee plantation.

I fully understand the limitations inherent in this type of book. In their
desire to make this book useful to students, the author and publisher have
included as much descriptive material as possible. They have, however, for-
gotten that nineteenth-century travelers were adventurers as well as chron-
iclers. The element of risk and hazard has been forsaken. We have lost the
flavor of adventure without gaining a sense of the political turmoil and
social unrest that Pérez tells us characterized the period and the place. It is
not a good trade. In short, this "Reader's Digest" of nineteenth-century
travel accounts satisfies neither the intellect nor the spirit.
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Cuba in Transition: Crisis and Transformation contains essays on Cuba's
economy, polity, and social life at the eve of the collapse of Soviet bloc
socialism. Edited by veteran Cuban compendium organizers, the contribu-
tions were first presented in what was probably the largest conference ever
on Cuba, in Halifax in 1989. The articles have been somewhat updated to
take into account developments after the conference.

On the polity there are articles by James Petras and Morris Morley, Max
Azicri, Sheryl Lutjens, and Richard Harris; they deal with the so-called
"rectification process" of the latter 1980s, democracy, and bureaucratie
tendencies. The economie section includes articles assessing overall devel-
opments since 1959 and restructuring at the start of the 1990s by Sergio
Roca, Archibald Ritter, and Gareth Jenkins. The book concludes with arti-
cles on society, single motherhood, sexuality, race, and culture, by Margue-
rite Rosenthal, Lois Smith, Gayle McGarrity, and Nelson Valdes. The edi-
tors of the book provide introductions to each section.

A number of the essays are informative and perceptive, but the contribu-
tions are unnecessarily repetitive, and neither the editors nor the contrib-
utors make any effort to reconcile contrasting interpretations of the same
descriptive material. Because of space limitations, this review will focus on
two of the eleven essays.

Petras and Morley's essay on the "new model of accumulation" should be
"must" reading for anyone interested in Cuba since the mid-1980s. It is the
most analytically interesting piece I have read on the period of "rectifica-
tion," and it has substantial applicability for the 1990s (not described in their
essay). In the second half of the 1980s Castro's government appeared to be
defying world trends by becoming more driven by Marxism-Leninism and
Guevarism. Yet the authors argue that the ideological shift resulted from
intra-elite dynamics and a shift in inter-class alliances, rooted in tensions
between "producer" and "comprador" elites and the increasing impinge-
ment of capitalist market dynamics. Their insightful analysis demystifies the
meaning and significance of "rectification," shows Cuba at the time to be
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less out of sync with world "liberalization" trends, and elucidates how and
why Cuba began to come to terms with global capitalism long before the
collapse of Soviet-bloc communism.

In an informative, interesting, and nuanced essay on sexuality and social-
ism, Lois Smith shows how Castro's government made a concerted effort to
promote sexual gender equality and, in many respects, bourgeois family
values, but in so doing generated unintended, unanticipated, and undesired
consequences. She describes the government's efforts to create a "new
socialist woman," a machista woman, who partakes in canecutting and con-
struction, and who enjoys sexual freedom. Women's sexual emancipation
meets up with family and male resistance, and contributes to a high teenage
pregnancy rate, a high divorce rate, and a high abortion rate - despite
knowledge of and easy access to contraceptives. She then outlines govern-
ment efforts to address the problems its egalitarian gender commitment
created, through a variety of sex education programs. In a very different
way from Petras and Morley, Smith highlights forces that have constrained
the socialist state in its efforts to remake society.

Although the essays vary in quality, taken together they allow for an
improved understanding of Castro's Cuba. They do not capture the dramat-
ic changes that have occurred since the dissolution of Soviet-bloc commu-
nism, but that does not deny their relevance.

Mito y cultura en la era de Trujillo. ANDRÉS L. MATEO. Santo Domingo:
Libren'a La Trinitario/Instituto del Libro, 1993. 224 pp. (Paper n.p.)

MlCHIEL BAUD
Department of History
Erasmus University
P.O. Box 1738
3000 DR Rotterdam, the Netherlands

Dictatorships and civil violence are often viewed in the countries of their
existence as results of tragic misunderstandings, as historical accidents, per-
haps because it is too painful to accept them as a more or less logical result
of history. The Dominican Republic has provided a clear example of this
suppression of historical analysis. Most Dominican intellectuals have
treated the long Trujillo dictatorship (1930-61), with all its ruthless repres-
sion and cruelty, as a sad interlude, which took place, as it were, outside
Dominican history. Only recently has this traumatic period of Dominican
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history been the object of serious scientific research. Andrés Mateo's Mito y
cultura en la era de Trujillo is an example of this new trend. The author, who
teaches at the Universidad Autónoma in Santo Domingo, tries to come to
grips with the ideology of the Trujillo regime and the position of the intellec-
tuals who helped to shape this ideology.

By starting his analysis in the period before 1930, Mateo avoids the pitfall
of analyzing the Trujillo regime as an isolated period in Dominican history
and is able to lay bare the historical and intellectual foundations of Trujil-
lista thinking. In the light of later events it is often forgotten that Trujillo's
ascendance to power was actively supported by a broad popular and intel-
lectual movement in 1930. The generation which had grown up during the
U.S. occupation of the country (1916-24) and lived through the agitated
times of nationalist mobilization were bitterly disappointed with the turn
Dominican politics took after the departure of the marines under the gov-
ernment of Horacio Vasquez. Many therefore welcomed a changing of the
guard. Even professed socialists supported Trujillo initially. In 1930, the
young writer Tomas Hernandez Franco wrote a small booklet called La mas
bella revolución de America, whose title clearly demonstrates the high
hopes elicited by the coming to power of Trujillo.

Trujillo always obsessively tried to construct ideological legitimizations
for his political power. For this purpose he made an eclectic and highly
biased selection of existing nationalist symbols within Dominican society.
Hispanophilia, anti-Haitian racism, anti-communism, and nationalism were
all common themes in the Dominican Republic of the beginning of the
twentieth century, but Trujillo transformed them into a coherent ideology
geared toward the consolidation of his regime and the glorification of his
person. The book shows how Trujillo had already before 1930 tried to
befriend various intellectuals. He brought them together around a cultural
magazine for the police, La Revista, which soon started to herald the virtues
of Trujillo. This was the first stone of the enormous hagiographic edifice
which Trujillo built around his person during the thirty-one years of his
government. An interesting result of Trujillo's wish to be immortalized was
his construction of an intellectual and cultural infrastructure in the country.
This policy was carefully controlled and basically geared toward the consoli-
dation of the regime and the deification of Trujillo, but it resulted in the
establishment of important institutions such as the Academia de Historia
and the Archivo General de la Nación. These institutions also created em-
ployment for the intellectuals who supported Trujillo and who, in this way,
had the opportunity to create the voluminous body of hagiographic texts.

As the regime lasted longer and Trujillo's dependence on his intellectual
clientèle diminished, the results of the intellectual activity became less origi-
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nal and more repetitive. In fact, Mateo states that repetition became the
intellectual trademark of the period. Nevertheless, the regime continued to
count on the support of a number of distinguished intellectuals, such as
Manuel Arturo Pena Battle, Ramón Marrero Aristy, and Joaquin Balaguer.
These men could become important ideologues of the Trujillo regime
because they shared the basic ideas of the dictator. They considered the
Dominican Republic as a "European" and Catholic nation and, above all,
were obsessed by the Haitian menace. The major part of their work was
meant to prove that the Haitians did not possess historical rights tp the
island and were racially and culturally inferior to the "white" Dominicans.
Only later were these themes complemented by a violent anti-communism
which was directed above all against Rómulo Betancourt in Venezuela and
Jacobo Arbenz in Guatemala.

Andrés Mateo has written an interesting and concise book about the ide-
ology and ideologues of the Trujillo period. Although it does not present
much new information, it is the first comprehensive intellectual history of
the period. The attention he devotes to the period before 1930 presents an
interesting and necessary perspective to a crucial period in Dominican his-
tory. It opens new roads for research which focus on the characteristics of
the Dominican ideas about nation and ethnicity. His book is obligatory
reading for anyone interested in the political and intellectual development
of the Dominican Republic in the twentieth century.

Medio ambiente, seguridad y cooperacion regional en el Caribe. ANDRÉS
SERBIN (ed.). Caracas: Editorial Nueva Sociedad, 1992.147 pp. (Paper n.p.)

EDGARDO MELÉNDEZ
Department of Political Science
University of Puerto Rico
Ri'o Piedras. Puerto Rico 00931

Ecology has become a widely debated issue in national and global politics
since the 1980s. In the field of international relations, eco-politics - the
interface between ecology and politics - has increased the number of its
supporters now that the realist paradigm, which emphasized security issues
and conflict, has weakened its influence within the discipline. Since the
Sprouts published their very influential book, Toward a Politics of the Planet
Earth, in the very early seventies, the so-called "ecological perspective" has
focused on explaining the relationship between human beings, society, and
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the environment. The concept of ecopolitics has advanced a new perspec-
tive on international relations, as ecological factors are used to redefine the
notion of security.

The book under review addresses the issue of regional environmental
security and cooperation in the Caribbean; it is the result of a long-term
project developed by the Instituto Venezolano de Estudios Sociales y Polf-
ticos (INVESP). The project's objective is to diagnose the environmental
situation in the Caribbean and to provide policy-makers with recommenda-
tions for a more effective regional environmental policy. The book reflects
the interdisciplinary perspective that defines the research project, with
scholars representing different disciplines and Caribbean countries. The
interdisciplinary approach is a major strength of the book, but it is also its
main weakness. The objective - to study the ecological issue from different
perspectives - is commendable, but it also causes the book to lack a general
thematic and conceptual thread. For students of international relations,
some of the articles become too technical and empirical and do not address
the specific aspects that the book title announces. Nevertheless, the book
discusses very effectively the range of ecological issues affecting the Carib-
bean. For those interested in international ecopolitics, there is enough in the
book to make it worthwhile reading.

Editor Andrés Serbin provides an introductory theoretical and analytical
discussion of regional environmental security and cooperation in the Carib-
bean. He argues that changes in the international political structure and in
the paradigms that dominated the discipline of international relations have
made it possible to reframe the concept of security, downplaying its mil-
itaristic aspect and producing a more broadly defined category, one that
includes environmental matters. But although the notion of environmental
security is now accepted by policy-makers and academies alike, there are
still differences in conception between nations (North vs. South) and within
societies (governments vs. environmental organizations) that prevent
agreements on policies and actions. Since Serbin argues that the global pol-
icy supported by international organizations that is required to attain envi-
ronmental security seems unlikely in the near future, the process of envi-
ronmental cooperation seems more feasible on the regional level. He
cautions, nevertheless, that environmental cooperation and agreements
will be limited in the Caribbean due to political, economie, ethnic, geo-
graphical, and linguistic differences.

Antonio de Lisio elaborates on the concept of sustainable development
and argues that it may become a new kind of developmentalism. He crit-
icizes liberal and neoliberal theories for relying too much on the market
forces to manage the relationship between production and the environ-
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ment; theories of sustainable development, on the other hand, emphasize
state regulations that may be contradictory with environmental conserva-
tion and do not see any environmental limits to economie development. De
Lisio proposes a holistic ("intregalista") view of ecodevelopment, one that
implies an approach to development not based solely on the market and
that sees limits to human exploitation of the environment. He thinks the
possibility of reaching economie schemes compatible with the environment
in Latin America and the Caribbean is quite slim, since economie and envi-
ronmental issues are seen in conflict with each other, and concludes that
regional cooperation is the only way to solve common environmental prob-
lems.

Francine Jacome and Glenn Sankatsing discuss the main issues that pro-
mote or limit environmental cooperation in the Caribbean from the per-
spective of the three major environmental actors in the region: international
organizations, local states, and non-governmental organizations. They
argue that the impact of international organizations in regional environ-
mental policy has been restricted, not only because of the scant resources
and influence that they may wield, but also because these organizations
promote environmental perspectives from the industrialized world that are
not acceptable to the underdeveloped countries of the region. The region's
states have not solved the dilemma posed by the centrifugal forces of con-
flict and cooperation; while common environmental problems pressure gov-
ernments towards regional cooperation, economie concerns push for indi-
vidual action. The impact of non-governmental organizations has also been
limited, since the mostly foreign NGOs are seen as intervening unduly in
local affairs. Jacome and Sankatsing nevertheless also conclude that
regional cooperation is the only way to solve common environmental prob-
lems.

Alfredo César Dachary and Stella M. Arnaiz discuss another perspective
on the relationship between economie development and the environment:
the development of tourism in the western Caribbean. They argue that the
development of a mass-tourism industry in the area has been based on for-
eign economie models, with no interest in the ecological protection of local
resources. While profits are exported, the local communities of the region are
left with environmental degradation. Jorge Corredor reviews the marine en-
vironmental problems of the region, arguing that solutions to these can be
managed at the local, regional, or international level depending on the issue
at hand and at the level of complexity. Analyzing the relationship between
space and environmental use in the Caribbean, J.P. Chardon argues that the
regions's geographical space has not been adequately utilized by the succes-
sive human communities that have exploited its natural resources in modern
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times, due mostly to the foreign models of economie exploitation and devel-
opment. The final chapter, by Kaldone Nweihed, provides a useful inventory
of the multiple international agreements on environmental cooperation and
protection that are effective in the Caribbean.
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For a long time, scholars have been awaiting publication of a solid, compre-
hensive history of the Bahamas. They need wait no longer, for Michael
Craton and Gail Saunders have produced the finest work to date on the
early period of Bahamian history. Earlier works served general readers
well, but lacked the breadth and scholarship of the present volume. Far from
flawless, Islanders will nevertheless delight readers with its careful coverage
of such topics as the early Bermuda-Bahamas connection, the rise and fall of
piracy, economie and political relations with the surrounding New World
colonies, the culture of the slaves, and the rise of the ruling oligarchy and the
colored classes - all done with a judicious mixture of general thematic over-
views and mini-case studies.

For instance, in one important chapter the authors provide a solid demo-
graphic analysis of the slave population as a whole in the 1800s, and then
augment the quantitative analysis with a tantalizing description of the daily
routine of slaves on a single Out Island estate, as recorded in a diary of the
period. Similarly, after thoroughly overviewing the key events surrounding
the arrival and settlement of the Loyalists in the Bahamas in the late 1700s,
they take readers into the comfortable parlors and glittering dance halls of
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the island elites themselves, as seen through the eyes of two visiting Amer-
ican tourists.

Craton and Saunders's artful exposition highlights the following themes:
the marginality of the Bahamas as seen from the eyes of the grand empire
builders in London; the precariousness of the Bahamian economy - even in
the best of times - and its dependence on outside events (as true today as
ever); the complexity of the class structure - including a large free black and
colored class - compared to Caribbean and mainland plantation societies;
the inability of the ruling elites to fully implement their lifestyle in the face
of countervailing pressures from the fragile economy and the increasingly
powerful free black and slave cultures; and most significantly, the relative
"softness" of Bahamian slavery compared to other contemporary slave
societies.

The slave system in the Bahamas, say the authors, allowed for high rates
of miscegenation, large numbers of manumissions (even in the early 1700s),
a physically and demographically healthy population, and a strong nuclear
and extended family tradition among blacks (a point so significant and
counter-intuitive that it could have benefitted from more evidence). Own-
ers were often hard-pressed to find enough work to keep their slaves busy
and so allowed them to grow and sell their own produce in Nassau or engage
in coastal fishing in their owners' boats (the mariner slaves, in particular,
living as if they were free). Even the slave laws were "less severe" than in
other colonies. Thus, by the time slavery was abolished in 1834, 50 percent
of the Bahamian population (my estimate is 60 percent) was already free,
and many of the remaining were "practically free."

As with any undertaking of this magnitude there are some infelicities and
lacunae. There is reason, for example, to question the inclusion of a section
(nearly sixty pages long) on the Lucayans in a book subtitled "A History of
the Bahamian People." Moreover, the second subtitle, "From Aboriginal
Times to the End of Slavery," stands in oxymoronic relation to the first, since
there were certainly no people alive in aboriginal times who called them-
selves or were called "Bahamian." It has become fashionable among Baha-
mians lately to claim some preternatural bond with the archipelago's indi-
genes; poets have waxed romantic about them, and Family Islanders have
shown more interest than usual in the goings-on at local archeological digs.
But, unlike other settlers who had to confront their Continental predeces-
sors, the first Bahamian settlers waded ashore to islands that had been
devoid of Lucayan inhabitants for nearly a century and a half. Thus, except
for some common adaptation to the natural environment (a point treated
only en passant) the two cultures had little or nothing to do with each other.

Rather than Lucayans, this reader would have preferred expanded sec-
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tions on the pre-Loyalist era (as with other historians, these authors seem
rather enthralled by the Loyalist period), on the lifeways of the poor whites
(white elites get far too much attention in the narrative) and free blacks and
coloreds, who probably shaped Bahamian culture as much as did the institu-
tion of slavery. Other topics, too, needed more attention. Except for a brief
treatment of the construction of government buildings and one or two
churches in Nassau, the authors virtually neglect the development of roads,
buildings, and other infrastructural features, especially in the Out Islands.
And the excessive stress on the institution of slavery leaves little room for
treating the development of other key institutions in society, particularly
the mercantile establishment in Nassau. These lapses notwithstanding,
Islanders is a welcome work, and one looks forward eagerly to the publi-
cation of Volume II.

Masters of Paradise: Organized Crime and the Internat Revenue Service in
the Bahamas. ALAN A. BLOCK. New Brunswick NJ: Transaction Publishers,
1991. vii + 319 pp. (Cloth US$ 29.95)

GARY BRANA-SHUTE

National Foreign Affairs Training Center
Arlington VA 22204, U.S.A.

Growing up in New York, we never called them the "Mafia" - there being,
as we shrewdies knew it, no such thing. Instead, the organized crime com-
munity was known generally as the "mob" and individual mobsters as "wise
guys." Whatever your nomenclature, they are there aplenty in the Bahamas
and have been since Meyer Lansky smelled the winds of change in Havana
in the late 1950s and made for the then-sleepy town of Freeport, Grand
Bahama.

Alan Block, a professor of justice administration at Pennsylvania State
University, set out, in his densely documented but journalistically written
exposé of international crime, to follow "the history of contemporary Baha-
mian development beginning with Freeport... and the creation of Resorts
International [casino gambling], next the origins of Operation Tradewinds
[an Internal Revenue Service covert investigation], the criminality of Rob-
ert Vesco, and subsequently the entire Castle Bank affair [international
money laundering]" (pp. 18-19). Block succeeds and writes with vigor and
authority on devilishly complicated scams and immensely financed ties of
clientelism that bound bent lawyers and gangsters together in secret, deadly
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pacts. His research relied primarily on I.R.S. "Operation Tradewinds" doc-
uments and interviews with justice officials. There are good guys and bad
guys in this case and Block represents the "feds" - thus making the book
rather "formalistic" and taking away the punch of what investigative jour-
nalists like Seymour Hersh or Woodward and Bernstein could have brought
to the case study. Although superbly documented, I would not place it in an
exclusively "academie" category.

The Bahamas' dreary decline into sys'temic corruption began in the wan-
ing days of the Bay Street Boys' control over the country's colonial financial
sector. This white cartel of businessmen had already collaborated with a
notable swindler named Wallace Groves who was granted immense conces-
sions on Grand Bahama so long as he greased the "Boys." But precisely
when Block starts talking about the Bahamas the book is at its weakest, or,
certainly, least satisfying for the readership of this journal. This is a book
about international crime; the activities only happen to take place in the
Bahamas. More quaintly, the Bahamas serve only as a stage set and all the
questions that country-specialists or Caribbeanists would ask remain unan-
swered - and, for that matter, unasked.

Casino gambling and loan sharking in the 1960s was followed by money
laundering, and the Bahamas joined in the illicit international gambit of pro-
viding tax havens for the more than $350 billion of hidden assets accumu-
lated by everything from narcotics trafficking to waitresses' tips. The I.R.S.
launched its covert investigation in the 1960s only to see the elaborate pro-
gram wither and die because of f ederal government squabbling and turf bat-
tles. Narcotics, transhipped through the lilliput archipelago, became the divi-
sive and most deadly corruption issue of the 1980s and the parade of mainline
and borderline scum such as Robert Vesco, Bebe Rebozo, Howard Hughes,
and lesser figures with names such as "dum-dum," "fish head," and "the
blade" were joined by Carlos Lehder and the Colombian cartel(s). Merv
Griffin and (The) Donald Trump would join this illustrious group a decade
later. Readers of this book will learn of the international "serious crime com-
munity" - organized and white collar criminals, their international connec-
tions, and the failed efforts of the U.S. federal government to stop their activ-
ities or, for that matter, to seriously interrupt them. Those who will want
more data and analysis on the Bahamas or the region as a whole - includ-
ing other gambling/crime/laundering/narco-transhipping/corrupt "small
places" as Jamaica Kincaid (1988) would charmingly call them, such as the
Netherlands Antilles (particularly St. Maarten), Antigua, Panama, and the
Cayman Islands - will turn the pages in frustration and increasing impa-
tience. A statement like "the unbounded corruption of Bahamian politicians
... totally submitting to illicit interests" begs queries such as who, when,
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vvhere. and how. and a host of other sociological issues ranging from peer
group deals to national political culture. What, for example. is the impact on
these "small places" and how is national security redefined?

In the 1960s. we are told. Meyer Lansky (again!) could see the writing on
the wall in the Bahamas (too!) and favored alliances with the young, up and
coming black "radical" (he wasn"t) Lyndon Pindling who would go on to
govern the Bahamas tor twenty-five years after independence. Lansky
""wanted to be on the right side of history ... and not lose out as political
change swept the island ... helping sweep the Bays Street Boys out" (p. 72).
Is this guy prescient or what? "Pindling was inexpensive in those early days"
follows (p. 72). However, the author neglects the rock'em-sock'em dynam-
ics of local politics, any notion of the population and its socio-economic
condition, or for that matter even a basic geography, and consequently
leaves the reader stunned by oversimplified one-liners. The racketeers and
the new black political leaders walk hand-in-hand to greater levels of wealth
and moral turpitude. All of them I guess.

The United States, through the primary instruments of the military, coast
guard, Drug Enforcement Administration, and Central Intelligence
Agency, are still at work in the Bahamas. The smaller Cays continue to
hemorrhage narcotics despite huge radar airships hung in the sky like
obscene aluminum birthday balloons by "OPBAT" (Operation Bahamas,
Turks and Caicos, get it?). A country study would be useful and an eval-
uation of the consequences of institutional corruption for a country or
region would be very welcome, along the lines of Tony Maingot's 1993 "The
Internationalization of Corruption and Violence."

One thing Block established, and established well, is the extensive and
complicated network of international organized crime and how, in this case,
a Caribbean country proved again that it is, was, and will be part of the
international system.
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Patrick Bryan's book highlights the construction and workings of post-
emancipation society from the vantage point of a declining British empire
that, incidentally, was being challenged (at least economically) on all fronts,
not least by its former colony, the United States. Bryan wants readers to
assess the endeavors by the British colonizers to fashion an Anglo-Saxon
society out of a colony whose birth (as an area of world production) encom-
passed a violent process that included the binding of Africans into slavery,
and the responses of the now-freed population to these endeavors.

His argument is that social darwinism and positivism guided British
hegemony over its colonial subjects. Both these philosophies justified white
superiority and shaped the morals of the social order. Bryan's discussion of
the social institutions and patterns of everyday existence seems to affirm
this argument. He takes readers on a tour of colonial Jamaica and examines
the salient aspects of British rule. He restates the old argument about the
paternalism of Crown Colony government. Through control of the govern-
ment, the colonizers reinforced the belief that whiteness - particularly una-
dulterated empire whiteness, as opposed to creole Jamaican whiteness -
was the criterion for sound leadership. Whiteness underscored empire and
vice versa. "The glitter of empire had a broad appeal and served, just as
Crown Colony government did, to reinforce a continued belief in white
leadership" (p. 18). Here, then, was the basis of British hegemony in the
colony. According to Bryan, this ideology percolated through several social
institutions, such as marriage, education, and the family. The Victorian ideal
of the nuclear family, the role of women, and marriage contributed to the
maintenance of order, as women came to realize their role in the home and
men their responsibilities to their wives and families. It was Victorian but it
served in Jamaica to impose an Anglo-Saxon view of gender roles and re-
spectability. Religion was another institution through which the colonial
subjects could be made civilized. Bryan argues that there were clear links
between Christianity and empire. Orthodox Protestant religions were seen
as critical to the maintenance of social order. Thus, he concludes that the
positivists' view of society permeated religion as it did all other institutions.

One of the main contradictions of colonial rule during this period seemed
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to be the absence of support for building workable solutions for the prob-
lems of declining revenues in the colony. As others have argued before him,
Bryan supports the view that even in the face of declining revenues, Crown
Colony government sought to prop up the shaky plantation "system." Fur-
thermore, it never seemed to bother the British that the project of "civi-
lization" needed healthy, educated "subjects" and the colony's infrastruc-
ture needed much rehauling. As a result, education and health suffered
immensely and infrastructural requirements of the colony were in a con-
stant state of disrepair.

Bryan's description of the ranks of the society, and the varied responses to
the prevailing ideology of colonialism, calls into question his general view-
point that colonialism's project had a totalizing effect. He chronicles the
occurrences of riots and disturbances, the challenges posed by the resilience
of Afro-Jamaican religions, the alternative families that Jamaicans con-
structed, and the heterogeneous responses of the black intelligentsia, but is
unable to account for them analytically and theoretically.

There is a sense in which the author is too smugly judgmental. He yearns for
revolution but fails to highlight the limitations of both folk and intelligentsia
to move beyond the reformist adaptative modes of resistance. The black in-
telligentsia he focuses on were caught between two cultures: that of the folk
and that of the elite. He fails to explore the tensions between the two and the
obvious overlap, which was considerable in several cases. Bryan believes the
straddling of these two worlds accounts for the vacillation of the black intelli-
gentsia. Why vacillation? Bryan has in mind the making of a revolution if the
black intelligentsia had united with the folk. But his retelling of history
neglects facts about the revolution that was in the making. If revolution was
an option, then what prevented that big bang? What kinds of new institutions
would have been possible then? Perhaps the confusion could have been re-
solved had class and race been treated as processes rather than as absolute
constants. I believe the author would not have been surprised to find that
ethnic solidarity and/or cultural unity was being undermined, and redenned,
by the processes of capitalist development in the colony.

Indeed, one of the weaknesses of Bryan's arguments is that he fails to
explore, theoretically, the implications of the intensity of social differentia-
tion underway in the colony at the time, and its meaning for social action
among the various social groups in Jamaica. If he had, I think he would
have explored the idea that there was no thick forest separating reform
and revolution, and there is nothing more revolutionary than oppressed
citizenry of every rank attempting to shake off the shackles of inferiority
that accompanied British empire building, and constructing a society, how-
ever reformist. In spite of his arguments, ideological orientation, and ten-
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tative theorizing, Bryan's richly detailed book. aptly titled The Jamaican
People, makes an invaluable contribution to the study of West Indian his-
tory.

The Power of Sentiment: Love, Hierarchy, and the Jamaican Family Elite. LISA

DOUGLASS. Boulder CO: Westview, 1992. xviii + 298 pp. (Cloth US$ 38.50)

FAYE V. HARRISON
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University of Tennessee-Knoxville
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This book is a theoretically sophisticated and ethnographically rich analysis
of the workings and meanings of marriage, family, and kinship among
Jamaica's white business elite. Lisa Douglass offers an insightfully nuanced
study of a relatively low-profile facet of Jamaican society and culture that, in
some respects, has been just as subject to stereotyping and misconception as
the much more intensely scrutinized lower class. Besides enhancing our
knowledge of the culture and social organization of Jamaica's elite, Dou-
glass's most impressive contribution lies in her perceptive illumination of
gender's integral role in the total socio-cultural order. Few studies in the
abundant literature on gender and family in the Caribbean elucidate the
ideological constructions, organizational principles, and practices that com-
prise the class and racial politics of gender as effectively as this ethnography.

The Power of Sentiment probes the moral and virtually sacred power of
sentiments and emotions such as love, as they invest meaning in the every-
day and ritual life of Jamaica's elite family structure. Douglass designates
elite families as "family elite" because of the centrality of an idiom of family
in the upper-class and because of the widespread tendency of Jamaicans to
associate power and wealth with an exclusive circle of bourgeois families -
the so-called "twenty-one families." In Douglass's view, the family elite,
whose sentiment-anchored beliefs and identity are intensely resistant to
fundamental change, represents the principal locus for perpetuating salient
forms of socially-defined difference and submerged hierarchies of power.
The book is at once a study of elite families in relation to what R.T. Smith
calls a dual marriage system (juxtaposing legally-sanctioned marriage with
the "outside relations" embodied in concubinage and common-law unions)
and a study of the major principles of distinction that constitute an enduring
system of interpenetrating social hierarchies, namely those of color, class,
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and gender. The persistence and perpetuation of these interlocking hie-
rarchies constitute a major obstacle to the transformations necessary to cre-
ate greater opportunities for realizing the egalitarianist and meritocratie
values. Yet, the elite family has been assumed to be a model worth emulat-
ing while that of the lower class has been viewed as a "social problem"
undermining progress and requiring policy intervention. Douglass
refreshes us with a more balanced perspective that transcends the utilitarian
rationalism of economistic treatments of bourgeois family power and
demystifies the sacred aura that obscures color, class, and gender hierarchi-
zation from being recognized as a problem of serious magnitude. Indeed,
what is often assumed to be the problematic lower class penchant for "illeg-
itimacy" and "promiscuity" is tied to the very structure of kinship that
encompasses the family elite.

Although descended primarily from post-emancipation immigrants -
upwardly mobile males - from Europe and, to a lesser extent, the Middle
East, from Sephardic Jewish patriarchs who occupied a marginal status in
colonial society, and from largely uncommemorated foremothers - white,
brown, and black - who married and/or procreated hypergamously in the
color/class hierarchy, the contemporary elite is socially defined as "white"
and has been just as subject to the differentiating processes of creolization
as have all other segments of Jamaican society. Contrary to analysts who
view the local elite as either a separate cultural section lacking any national
allegiance or an embodiment of transplanted European culture or foreign
capital, Douglass underscores the family elite's embeddedness in the larger
socio-cultural order.

While having virtually no genealogical ties to the historie planter elite,
today's upper-class constructs its socio-cultural identity and legitimates its
distinctiveness by creating continuity with the patriarchal plantocratic past.
The largely commercial bourgeoisie has undergone a process of gentrifica-
tion by means of a planter ideology and life style reflected in the architec-
ture and interior decorating of uptown and country homes, and to a lesser
extent, in investments in land and agriculture. Despite this plantocratic im-
agery and the considerable social distance separating the elite from the
masses, there are important convergences and juxtapositions that bind the
classes together in a single socio-cultural order. Through participation in
common discourses framed by mass media and popular culture, the family
elite is fully integrated into public culture. The family elite is also tied to less
privileged social sectors through the outside relations of kinship, which
Douglass distinguishes from family, and this family provides the most exclu-
sive and enduring basis of intra-class solidarity and love.

Similar to their lower-class counterparts, upper-class families live their
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daily lives in inter-household entities with a single household, usually that of
the most senior family member, serving as a centralizing "yard" for "lim-
ing." Across several households family members exchange goods (e.g.,
food), services, and people (both relatives and employees). Uptown fam-
ilies also share with their downtown counterparts a number of key orga-
nizing principles, among them: the juxtaposition and intersection of mar-
riage and concubinage, greater emphasis on family (defined in both
consanguineal and fictive terms) than on conjugal relations, matrifocal or
female-centered household organization (despite male dominance within
the family), the formation of domestic units across households, and gender-
role differentiation that permits men to disperse economie resources but
requires that women concentrate them. The model Douglass draws of the
Jamaican marriage/family/kinship system is based on R.T. Smith's concep-
tualization of a dual marriage system embodying variant hierarchically-
related forms specific to different classes and racial/ethnic groups. But Dou-
glass enhances Smith's formulation by amplifying the gender dimension,
which operates along with class and color in family and kinship formation in
both intra- and intergroup contexts. In both marriage and outside relations,
there is an intrinsic power imbalance, grounded in hypergamy and a "cult of
masculinity," that favors men and disadvantages women - even the bour-
geois "ladies" culturally-defined as categorically different from less privi-
leged "women." In elite marriages male superiority is manifested in age
(husbands are usually older than wives), educational attainment (men are
better educated), career patterns (wives are often housewives), and finan-
cial control (business is a masculinist domain). Moreover, patriarchy is pub-
licly displayed before the wider elite community through the performance
of "man-of-words" rituals - speeches - at weddings and other rites of pas-
sage.

In her analysis, Douglass expands the concept of ideology by adding the
emotional and moral dimensions of sentiment to the more conventionally
recognized cognitive elements that inform hegemony - i.e., the realm of
unarticulated phenomena misrecognized as natural and immutuable. As
historically derived and culturally meaningful embodied experience, senti-
ment is not a mask for power but a form of power that derives its force from
the inviolable values that give life meaning. The sense of sacredness
invested in expressions of family sentiments sustains patterns of domination
by rendering emotion-based practices unquestionable and change-resist-
ant. The expression of dominance and hierarchy in daily discourses and
practices, then, does not usually occur as a conscious effort to perpetuate
the status quo. It always occurs, however, "with a conviction about order
and a sense of propriety that is thoroughly embodied and deeply feit" (p.
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258). Such conviction results in the overall pattern of hierarchy being repro-
duced despite minor fluctuations and shifts in the meaning and enforcement
of principles of distinction. For instance, the "crossing the boundary" that
results in cross-color/class marriages is an exceptional practice that has the
dual advantage of introducing new talent and resources into the elite while
managing an impression of openness and ambiguity that masks the elite
marriage system's stability.

Douglass has written an important book and a rich ethnography that
deserves to be read by those interested in elites and class dynamics, kinship
and social organization, the social construction of whiteness, and gender in its
intersections with color/race and class. Her study offers an insightful window
on Jamaica during the 1980s when, in contrast to the reformist tenor of the
1970s, social well-being redefined by a consumerist ideology, development
redefined in terms of privatization and export market growth, and economie
restoration accompanied by an implicit "denigration of blackness [symbol-
izing shortages and inflation] and [an] elevation of whiteness [symbolizing
dollars and wealth]" (Robotham 1993:13). The Jamaican family elite that
Douglass encountered was firmly embedded in this historically-specific con-
text of conservative change and the reconstruction of meanings and order it
engendered.
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Songs of Freedom consists of glossy photographs, brief descriptions of the
songs on the accompanying CD's, and short contributions from several au-
thors. Rob Patridge, Island Records' former director of press, opens with
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the statement that the songs of "Bob Marley & The Wailers have worked
their way into the very fabric of our lives" (p. 7). After briefly tracing the
roots of "the street culture of Jamaica" and, of course, Rastafari, he sketch-
ily but adequately describes Marley's life and work. Timothy White relates
how Eric Clapton's 1974 recording of Marley's / Shot the Sheriff came
about. Clapton's cover made a number-one hit in the American charts and
gave an important impetus to Marley's later triumphs. Interesting detail: the
British blues guitarist hardly knew what the song was all about. White, the
author of a sensitive biography on Marley (1989), also gives a personal
impression of the King of Reggae, presenting him as the only true leader of
the Jamaican sufferers, "a leader who needn't run for office ... a person with
the courage to act on hope, a role model whose own voice is the mirror of his
conscience" (p. 45).

The Songs of Freedom booklet does not provide much information that
has not already and far more extensively been forwarded in one of the many
publications on Marley and reggae music. But, however well-informed,
imaginative, and penetrating some of the previous accounts may be, none of
them comes near to grasping the essence of Marley's work. Music cannot, by
definition, be adequately described in words only. Reading about reggae or
Marley is like studying Ndembu ritual symbolism from a London armchair.

The four discs of Songs of Freedom contain seventy-seven songs, together
almost five hours of music. It is not a "Best of ..." or "Greatest Hits," but a
fine selection of Marley's musical legacy, from the first obscure ska tracks of
the early 1960s to the very last live recording before a massive audience at
Pittsburgh in 1980. The most attractive quality of the album is that it consists
largely of previously unreleased songs, original recordings (and less inter-
esting remixes of well-known hits), and historie singles not included on pre-
vious albums.

It offers, for example, Iron Lion Zion from the early 1970s, recently "dis-
covered in Rita's vaults" (p. 36). The song, in a slightly different remix, was
released in 1993 as a single and became a modest hit in Europe, which once
again demonstrated that Marley's music is not merely an ephemeral phe-
nomenon.

Among the original recordings are One Love/People GetReady in a jumpy
1965 ska version and a "wailing" rock steady version of Stir It Up (1967).
Comparison with the rock-and-roll/reggae versions which later became
international hits on Chris Blackwell's Island label reveals the extent to
which reggae was adapted and commercialized to suit the preferences and
taste of a youthful Western audience. Live or 12" (re-)mixes of songs like No
Woman No Cry, I Shot The Sheriff Could You Be Loved, or Exodus are
predominantly of interest for collectors. Previous albums already included
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various live and studio versions of these "greatest." That, however, is not the
case with Simmer Down (1963), at the time an important stylistic innovation
and the Wailers' first hit single in the Jamaican charts; Jah Live (1974), a
passionate statement of unshakable faith recorded shortly after Haile Selas-
sie's "disappearance"; and Smile Jamaica, the beautiful theme song of the
1976 peace concert urging politicians and voters to "get things together right
now."

Perhaps the major weakness of Songs ofFreedom is that the lyrics are not
transcribed. But even so, this collection of the work of one of the most
influential artists from the Caribbean is a welcome and valuable publica-
tion. It deserves the serious attention of anyone interested in reggae, Rasta-
fari, or Caribbean culture.
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Emancipation in Jamaica brought a new pattern of land tenure that
included both the persistence of large estates and the burgeoning of small
holdings occupied by freed slaves. This pattern was not unusual in the Brit-
ish Caribbean, even though local factors such as population density, condi-
tion of the sugar economy, and amount of unused land led to variations from
one territory to another. These variations have been and continue to be an
important research subject. In many parts of the British Caribbean, the
number of small freeholds grew in the face of metropolitan policies and
local biases on the part of the planter-governing elites that blocked the pur-
chase of land by free people. But even though many more people desired
freeholds than could acquire them, they could occupy small plots in lease-
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village or how she gathered her data, the sparse results suggest a brief pe-
riod of residence conducting surveys and short informal interviews.

Family land - inalienable communal land ownership by some or all of the
descendants of the original property owner-occupier - has received much
attention by policy makers and anthropologists, most of whom, Barrow
argues, "have seen it as a serious impediment to agricultural innovation and
development and have roundly condemned the system" (p. 1). In particular,
she contends that the material from Tete Chemin challenges the following
assertions about family land: that it is excessively subdivided; that it is a
bureaucratie nuisance; that it is farmed mainly by aged, less productive, and
less innovative people; that it offers those working it little security over the
fruits of their labor; that it cannot be pledged for credit; that it is unmarket-
able; and that it is a source of much family strife.

Though the study is logically presented and integrated, and is a useful
reminder of the many features of family land, Barrow's challenge of these
"stereotypes presented in the literature" (p. 55) is flawed by some straw men
and a meager data base. First, much of the material presented to prove that
family land in St. Lucia has been called wasteful and inefficiënt comes not
from that island but from research carried out in Guyana (p. 5), Providencia
(p. 6), St. Vincent (pp. 5-6), Jamaica (pp. 3,5,7), and Grenada (p. 7). Second,
though negative views about family land may be held by many government
officials, development planners, and one or two geographers, "condemna-
tion" hardly fits the position of anthropologists, all of whom have treated
family land as a fundamental - perhaps the fundamental - normative fea-
ture of rural life in the English-speaking Caribbean. Third, family land as
such has been criticized in communities characterized by market and erop
diversity and underused or idle land, a situation that hardly fits Tete Chemin
where " virtually every arable acre is devoted to bananas and everyone in
the community is connected with [foreign market] production" (p. 37). In
other words, rather than showing that family land does not inhibit "agricul-
tural development or productivity," Barrow has shown either that Tete Che-
min is an anomaiy or that the form of land tenure is irrelevant to efficiënt
land use when and where producers are promised good prices and have
guaranteed overseas markets, an observation even critics of family land
accept. Since land tenure is irrelevant to "agricultural innovation and devel-
opment" in either instance, the data from Tete Chemin cannot be used to
disprove the alleged Caribbean "condemnation" of family land. Conver-
sely, land tenure may indeed be problematic when markets are poor or
unpredictable and prices low or erratic. Under such conditions there is often
a "surplus" of land and choices are made about which properties to work
and how hard to work them. The literature holds that tenure type is impor-
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tant in such situations and that when other factors are roughly the same
(ecology, holding size, market conditions, etc), peasants choose to work
freehold property rather than family land. But even in these cases the
absence of "agricultural innovation and development" may have less to do
with tenure than with soil fertility, the size and location of holdings, and,
above all, the marketplace. In sum, what Barrow's study actually shows is
that there is little relation between the system of peasant land tenure and
the intensity of cultivation.

Methodological problems also weaken the study. After a palatable con-
ceptual appetizer to communal land, the main course is as skimpy as it is
underdone. Tete Chemin is a newly settled community (p. 60) with very little
family property. How little is unclear. A broad range of between 8 and 17
percent of cultivated holdings (pp. 41-42) is given, symptomatic of an over-
all paucity of concrete information on the relation between people and land.
There is almost no discussion of the origin and history of family land and
sketchy statistics on the extant pattern of land tenure. Readers are not told
how much total acreage there is, how much land and how many plots are
held by how many farmers under what tenure types, how many resident and
absent people share family land, or how many local family owners are
actually working their family plots. This makes it impossible to prioritize the
use of land by those who occupy different holding types (family, individually
owned, rented, etc), a critical consideration since nearly all community
land is being worked. In particular, I suggest that where farmers have an
option of working personal or family land, other things being equal, they
will choose the latter.

Barrow does a good job describing and integrating the many features of
Caribbean family land and pointing out how they operate in the single case
of Tete Chemin, but she promises more than she delivers: though she may
be right about much of what she says, a more penetrating study in a well
established mixed-farming community would be necessary to confirm that
her community has nomothetic relevance and that all of her family land
"stereotypes" are groundless.
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In this volume's best essay, choreographer-ethnologist Molly Ahye
describes the energy and excitement of Trinidad's Carnival as mirror and
mold of social change and continuity on the island. Women participants in
Carnival, she explains, now come from "all levels of the society" and enjoy
foods "such as roti, pelau, callaloo, chow mein and mayonnaise salad. We
have come a long way from mas in the lorries which drove around the
Queen's Park Savannah" (p. 410). Ahye goes on to suggest, however, that
the growing preponderance of females in Carnival's floats and dance
troupes masks the continuing control of the event by men (the real "movers
and shakers") who provide organization and security and who benefit from
their ultimate financial control of the annual celebration.

Social and Occupational Stratification... is a volume of twenty-seven arti-
cles from a symposium held in Trinidad late in 1990. The meeting was
divided into two "modules," the first concerning the stratification model of
West Indian society and dedicated, appropriately, to Lloyd Braithwaite, and
the second dedicated to M.G. Smith and his concept of pluralism. Most of
the contributors are academies residing in Trinidad. Their articles vary
widely in style and substance. There are brief statements or essays without
citations as well as lengthy, footnoted studies supported by tables of survey
data. The articles are arranged into seven sections in the book that deal with
pluralism and stratification as theoretical stances, politics, ethnicity, gender,
religion, calypso and carnival, and demographics. An index, however brief,
would have been useful for interested readers. The typographical errors,
moreover, occasionally transcend the nuisance level: Selwyn Tarradath in
the Table of Contents is Selwyn Tarrandath in the list of contributors; and
on pp. 350-51 readers unacquainted with some of Christianity's fine points
learn of Jesus's 120 (!) disciples.

The book nevertheless has many strong points because it represents artic-
ulate self-reflections by Trinidadians themselves. (Tobago is mentioned on-
ly in passing in the book.) Selwyn Ryan contributes three solid articles using
census and survey data; he also provides several provocative asides, e.g.,
"One of the curious things about contemporary Trinidad society is that all
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groups ... believe that they are economically dispossessed" (p. 78). David
Trotman's excellent essay tracks the changing image of Trinidad's East
Indian community as portrayed in calypso lyrics from 1946 to 1986; his con-
clusion is that, although Trinidad's Indians have progressed "from laugh-
able and despised race to envied group," they are still the islands ultimate
outsiders (p. 398). In their article about "Religion and Culture," Ralph
Premdas and Harold Sitahal teil us, among other things, that race matters.
They tracé the earlier socio-economic success among Indo-Trinidadians
who have embraced Presbyterianism but assert that in light of "racial parti-
san politics since self-govemment was granted to Trinidad, all Indians seem
to have been driven into a single solidarity camp" (p. 347). Indeed, all of the
section dealing with religion and ethnicity is particularly worthwhile. Suren-
dranath Capildeo, for example, provides a hilarious caricature of Trinida-
dian Hindus cowering under the onslaught of relentless religious mission-
aries: "Mercilessly hunted and hounded by screaming, barely literate,
born-again Americans" (p. 334). Capildeo presents Hinduism in Trinidad as
a quiet, formless, contemplative existence; his brief essay would have been
stronger - and more balanced - had he considered the effects on Indo-
Trinidadians of televised coverage of the militant Hinduism that has so ani-
mated recent political events on the Indian subcontinent.

Some of the survey data in the articles do little more than present com-
monplaces as revelations. And in some cases the tabular data have little to
do with the reality of contemporary Trinidad. To whom is Marcus Balintulo
referring in his "stratified random sample of... 400 sugar workers" (p. 291)?
He goes on to teil about their attitudes toward power and politics, but we
never know if they are factory workers, truck drivers, cane farmers, or a
combination of these and others. The book's first article, by M.G. Smith, is
similarly disappointing. He proposes to "clarify and resolve" issues relating
pluralism and stratification "in the light of recent developments in the the-
ory of pluralism" (p. 3). Yet he produces an opaque, thirty-page article with
170 footnotes, the most recent citing his own 1984 monograph, and the vast
majority referring to work in the 1950s and 1960s. Smith bemoans a short-
age of space to answer critics of his work on pluralism and suggests that
interested readers should "therefore work it out for themselves" (p. 16)!

Stratification inevitably will be compared to a more recent book edited by
Kevin Yelvington (1993). The latter is somewhat more historically oriented
and features articles by several non-Trinidadians who have long-term
research interests in the island. Yet there is overlap (Ralph Henry, Ralph
Premdas) in the contributors to the Ryan and Yelvington readers. And it is
notable that both books underline race and ethnicity, the inter-group rival-
ries that overshadow all else in understanding contemporary Trinidad.
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In 1975, Jeanette Baptist burned all of her belongings in front of her family,
had a prophetic vision that the End was near, and went naked into what she
called Heil Valley, on Trinidad's remote northeast coast. Throughout 1981,
anthropologist and psychiatrist Roland Littlewood paid her visits. This sen-
sitive and unusual ethnography is the product of Littlewood's dialogues
with Baptist, who re-named herself Mother Earth. It is, first, a powerful
statement of Mother Earth's cosmology, and that of the young, underclass,
urban men who came to join her in the bush intermittently from the found-
ing of her settlement until her death in 1983. Second, it is a richly textured
story about the dynamic interweaving of diverse cultural practices in the
contemporary Caribbean. Third, it is an exercise in reconciling bio-psycho-
logical explanation with ethnography. Here is where it founders, as Little-
wood freely admits, but not without posing unsettling questions.

The book has ten chapters. The first introduces the Earth People, Mother
Earth's followers, chronicling their communal way of life and relationships
with nearby villagers. The second chapter takes on psychological and med-
ical models of religiosity, creativity, and madness, since Baptist had been
institutionalized in a psychiatrie hospital. Littlewood persuasively argues
that bio-psychological explanations of cultural innovation imply that
change is aberrant, and therefore "more psychological" or "more emo-
tional" than stasis. He illustrates the complicity of this thinking with norma-
lizing discourses of modernity, which created "irrational others" contrasted
to "rational" Western selves, and he argues that instead we should ask
whether events deemed pathological "provide new variants of everyday
values ... which ... 'gel' with a given - or potential - set of social concerns"
(p. xiii).
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Littlewood contrasts psychiatrie wisdom with local theories of illness and
mental disease. He uses Wilson's "reputation/respectability" dichotomy to
argue that tabanka, depression affecting cuckolded men and a complaint of
some of the Earth People, provides an "ironie commentar[y] on selfish and
pretentious attempts to imitate White and middle-class life," since it over-
values "respectability." The various vices "warn of the opposite danger,"
beyond a concern for "reputation" towards utterly "worthless behavior" (p.
58). Local theories, Littlewood shows, are linked to overarching race and
class inequalities.

Appropriately at the center of the book are an account of Mother Earth's
encounter with the medical establishment and a statement of her cosmology
in her own words. We also learn something of Littlewood's own character,
his desire to understand the "beginnings" of politico-religious movements,
"where the banal becomes the significant" (p. 64), and his thoughts on his
book' s relationship to Mother Earth's project. "'My' book ... is less 'about'
Mother Earth than it is somehow a part of Mother Earth, not in some mod-
ish deconstruction but as an explicit element in her cosmogony, predicted,
demanded by her: an intersubjectivity. As is your reading of it" (pp. 64-65).
Indeed, Mother Earth did predict the arrival of an emissary of Science to
study her. Her beliefs comment on scientific knowledge production and
encompass Littlewood's writings.

It is impossible to do justice here to Mother Earth's cosmology. Inverting
Christian metaphysics, and aligning God-the-Father with Science, she calls
for a return to Nature and the Mother-Earth, to that which is currently
denied or devalued. Science and God teach that nakedness is evil, that
Nature is something to be feared, controlled, cleaned up, washed off.
Mother Earth, of whom the universe was really born, represents Nature's
return. Her (pro)creative powers were usurped at the Beginning in an inces-
tuous act by the Son, whom she banished to the Sun and encircled with fire.
Their union spawned a race of cold, calculating whites, Scientists who
oppress Earth People of "Africa and India," themselves now seduced by
White ways and "material" (Mother Earth's pun on clothing and capital-
ism). As Science comes ever closer to dominating women's reproductive
capabilities, the Son will re-enter the Mother and she will reassert the order
of Nature and bring about the End.

Littlewood takes us on a fascinating tour through the various traditions
Mother Earth draws on and resonates with, from derivative and invented
African ones (especially Shouter Baptist and Rastafarian), through Eu-
ropean Radical Puritan and millennial movements, and finally to a synthesis
in which Littlewood draws on shango and something close to Lévi-Straus-
sian structuralism. He then provides a moving account of his time in Heil
Valley.
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There were virtually no women there, a fact Mother Earth explained by
the closeness of Black women to White "respectability." Littlewood guesses
(p. 199) that excluding women from the group was a handy way to ensure
solidarity: with no sexual unions, no allegiances would form which might
fragment community. But compulsory heterosexuality is more basic here,
and seems to be at the unspoken center of Mother Earth's Nature and Lit-
tlewood's analysis. The ascription of status based on race and sex is not, as
Littlewood maintains, "pre-modern" (p. 233), but follows from modern
constructions of sexuality as "natura!" difference.

The book opens with Yeats: "How can we know the dancer from the
dance?" The dialectic runs throughout. Littlewood questions the relevance
of "natural" brain states - and explanatory systems like psychiatry which
construct them - for the generation of new socio-cultural orders. He oscil-
lates, however, between a "bio-social" dialectic, and a more subtle one,
which brings into play the Nature people construct to determine their own
natures. Mother Earth's project begs the questions: which Nature? why
Naturel. For Littlewood, in his ambivalence towards bio-psychological
explanation, and Mother Earth, in her call for Nature's return, illustrate a
peculiarly Western curiosity: why, when we look for our origins, do we so
persistently search them out in Nature?

Haiti: The Failure of Politics. BRIAN WEINSTEIN & AARON SEGAL. New
York: Praeger, 1992. ix + 203 pp. (Cloth US$ 45.00)

ROBERT FATTON, J R .

Woodrow Wilson Department of Government & Foreign Affairs
University of Virginia
Charlottesville VA 22901. U.S.A.

Weinstein and Segal's well-written book provides a concise and intelligent
introduction to Haiti's political history from the revolutionary period
through independence in 1804 to the contemporary post-Duvalier era. The
authors contend that this history is marked by the "failure of politics" which
reflects the predatory nature of successive elites that have refused to ground
their rule in a meaningful system of accountability. These elites have con-
trolled the state for their exclusive benefit, using it as a means of extracting
resources from the poor majority.

Weinstein and Segal do not, however, provide a cogent theoretical frame-
work explaining what causes the elites to behave as they do. While the au-
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thors describe the Haitian predicament well, they fail to uncover its social
origins. They offer no alternative to the main Marxist, dependency, and
culturalist paradigms that they reject. This leads them to treat Haiti as a
singularly unique political case, when in fact many Central American and
African nations exhibit similar patterns of predatory rule. The authors' lack
of a theoretical framework also leads them to underestimate the power of
external actors on domestic Haitian politics. Finally it inclines them to con-
clude that Haitian elites have "failed," when in fact their predatory nature is
a reflection of their own class interests and rationality. Despite these weak-
nesses, this book is a welcome descriptive analysis of Haitian politics.

Weinstein and Segal show how the huge divide separating the elite from
the masses has transformed Haiti into "two worlds." The "first world," com-
prising the wealthy, French-speaking, cosmopolitan minority, displays an
utter disdain for the masses and sees politics as a zero-sum game. It is anti-
democratic, "exploitative and paranoiac," and it completely excludes the
"second world" from its privileges. The "second world" comprises lepeuple
and represents the vast majority of the population. It is overwhelmingly
illiterate, poor, and black. It is a world consisting of those who "have no
name."

The dichotomie structure of Haitian society is further exacerbated by the
conflict of color, or the rift between "brown" and "black." According to
Weinstein and Segal, the brown minority of mulatto elites had to gradually
relinquish its political hegemony over the black majority with the coming to
power of the noiriste regimes of Dumarsais Estimé in 1946 and Francois
Duvalier in 1957. While its political power waned, the mulatto minority
kept a firm hold on the economy in spite of the ascendancy of a black bour-
geoisie. In fact, as Weinstein and Segal point out, an uneasy compromise
materialized whereby the brown minority continued to dominate the pri-
vate sector while the black bourgeoisie took control of the state as a means
to enrich itself. That compromise found its ultimate representation when
Jean-Claude Duvalier abandoned his father's noiriste policies and married
Michèle Bennett, a mulatto woman. This union between mulatto and black
elites was resented by the Duvalierist old guard and contributed to the ero-
sion of Jean Claude Duvalier's political base.

The growing economie crisis of the early 1980s eroded Jean-Claude
Duvalier's popularity further. Weinstein and Segal argue that the relatively
"open," technocratie project of "jean-claudisme" exhausted itself as liber-
alization terminated in repression and as economie growth came to a halt
due to massive corruption and state predation. The liberalization of the late
1970s had contributed, nevertheless, to the emergence of an increasingly
assertive civil society. Many non-governmental organizations challenged
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the abuses of Duvalierisme and began calling for social justice and human
rights. Prominent among these organizations was the Catholic Church and,
in particular, its radical wing, Ti Legliz, which articulated within a theology
of liberation a devastating public critique of macoutisme. Macoutisme came
to symbolize everything that was wrong with Haiti: class exploitation, arbi-
trary political rule, corruption, and state violence. For Ti Legliz and the vast
majority of Haitians, real change demanded a massive social, political, and
economie transformation, a revolution that would overturn almost three
decades of Duvalierist domination.

It was amid growing popular contestation and protest, and increasing
international isolation, that Jean-Claude Duvalier fled the country on Feb-
ruary 7, 1986. His departure should not, however, be confused with the
advent of a revolution. It is true, as Weinstein and Segal argue, that some
macoutes were dechoukes (uprooted), and that a new and democratie con-
stitution was established. Indeed, an increasingly vibrant civil society
emerged, as lavalas (flood of popular support) carried Father Jean-Bertrand
Aristide - a radical advocate of Ti Legliz - to the presidency in free elections
in 1990. However, the old structures of power have remained resilient. The
overthrow of President Aristide in September 1991 clearly demonstrated
that the army could still resist civilian control, that old macoutes and Duva-
lierists were still influential, and that the elites maintained their utter con-
tempt for Ie peuple. What is striking about the post-Duvalier era is not the
dechoukage of the old regime, but rather its persistence under new forms.

Even if Father Aristide had successfully returned to the presidency in
October 1993, his return could have emasculated his populist and radical
power. The potential for a revolution has, so far, been contained. For as
Weinstein and Segal emphasize: "What happened on 7 February 1986 was
the first in a series of desperate coups d'état staged by Duvalierists who
realized the present Duvalier was undermining their system. If the demon-
strations had continued much longer, a true revolution or a protracted civil
war might have occurred" (p. 50).

The existing balance of class power, the ongoing political manipulation of
la question de couleur, and the current constellation of external forces bode
poorly for a radical transformation of Haitian society. Presently, the drama-
tis personae are locked in a dangerous equilibrium. Neither the democra-
tizing and populist bloc, nor the authoritarian and neo-Duvalierist coalition
is capable of imposing its respective agenda on the other. In the interreg-
num, Haiti hovers on the verge of utter catastrophe facing ecological de-
struction and economie ruin. Paradoxically, it is the fear of imminent catas-
trophe that may finally compel Lavalas and the elites into accepting a
historie compromise, and thus overturning the "failure of politics" in a new
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era of reconciliation. But will the specter of a hellish war of all-against-all
prove capable of permanently assuaging the obdurate antagonisms of class,
or will it merely cause a temporary, deceptive calm before the flood? Only
time will teil.

The Military and Society in Haiti. MICHEL S. LAGUERRE. Knoxville: Uni-
versity of Tennessee Press, 1993. x + 223 pp. (Cloth US$ 29.95)

ULI LOCHER

Department of Sociology
McGill University
Montreal QC. Canada H3A 2T7

Michel Laguerre's background and experience in Haitian studies are enor-
mous. His six previous books (by my count) cover voodoo, urbanization and
the New York immigrant community, and his massive "The Complete Hai-
tiana" is the bibliography of (almost) everything. He is productive and
ambitious. We approach his latest book with high expectations.

Many of these expectations are fulfilled. This is an informative, well orga-
nized study of a topic of great interest of those baffled by the byzantine
structure, the unpredictable behavior and the crass egotism of the Haitian
military - a "military" which is not synonymous with, but frequently
includes, police forces and/or their functions. The emphasis on links be-
tween civil society, military, and government is well chosen: each of the
three poles affects the internal structure and behavior of the others.
Laguerre explains the rare periods of Haitian stability as the equilibrium of
the powers emanating from the three poles, and the various coups d'état,
provisional governments, dominating leaders, and periods of plain chaos as
results of a disequilibrium. His approach is a significant counterweight to
the many analyses blaming any internal disturbance on outside factors such
as an imperialist neighbor to the North or on some nebulous "dependency."

Chapters 1 and 9 talk about the "equilibrium theory" both as an analyt-
ical tooi and as a means to predict future coups d'état. They are perhaps the
least successful parts of the book. The theory is not stated completely, nor
are its plausibility and analytical power confronted with those of competing
theories. Most surprisingly, the major theoretical positions concerning the
Haitian state published in recent decades are almost completely ignored.
This is a pity because RobertRotberg and Christopher Clague (1971 on the
predatory state), Mats Lundahl (1979 on parasitic government as part of the
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"cumulative causation" resulting in today's disaster), both David Nicholls
(1979) and Michel-Rolph Trouillot (1990 on historical continuities leading
to the Duvaliers and beyond), and several others could have contributed
more depth and sophistication to Laguerre's theoretical argument.

Chapters 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8 deal sequentially with periods covering all of
Haitian history since 1804. The militarization of the country (Chapter 2),
the emergence of an autonomous civil society during the U.S. occupation
(Chapter 3) and its subsequent erosion (Chapter 4), and the Duvaliers with
their civilian militia, the Tonton Macoutes, (Chapter 5) all receive compe-
tent if not exhaustive treatment. The best of these chapters deals with the
coup against President Manigat (Chapter 8); it is so well furnished with
insider information that one gets the feeling that Laguerre the anthropol-
ogist must have learned a trick or two from his subjects of Chapter 6 - the
intelligence officers. The triangle formed by civil society, military, and gov-
ernment remains the analytical principle throughout these chapters.

Privileged access to military informants and documents, especially to
(then) Colonel Hérald Abraham, partly explains the existence of this book.
It explains in particular Chapter 6, on military intelligence. I know of no
social scientist who has provided us as much detail on this part of military
operations, and of only two who, despite similarly privileged access, did not
do it (Hubert DeRonceray and Leslie Manigat). In this chapter Laguerre
has rendered a service to all Haitianists excluded from the greedy, murky,
and occasionally bloody settings where "military" intelligence is gathered
and used for profit. It may not be accidental that those two other social
scientists have accepted political appointments while Laguerre has declined
them.

The book abounds in historical detail but this is not its most important
contribution. Many authors writing about Haiti's past and present have pro-
vided stories about the conduct of soldiers, armed gangs, and militias, and
their relations to government and civilians (e.g., Abbott, Castor, D'Ans,
Diederich and Burt, Gaillard, Heinl and Heinl, Lundahl, Trouillot, and Vol-
taire whose writings are familiar to most academies working on Haiti).
Laguerre has some more of those stories, sometimes culled from nine-
teenth-century sources inaccessible to most of us. But he is at his best when
he contributes what others cannot do, based on a combination of anthropo-
logical training and privileged access. Chapter 7, on soldiers as parasitic
entrepreneurs, is his most original contribution. Here we learn about con-
crete instances of profitable linkages between military status and the non-
military economy, about the "business" consisting of contraband, theft,
extortion, misuse of funds, trust, and position, and much more. In short, we
learn about the logic and inner workings of a system where corruption
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equals being intélijan (smart) and where predators don't seem to have nat-
ural enemies other than predators of higher rank. Laguerre shows how the
entrepreneurial activities of military personnel profit more than just the
individuals themselves. They are part of the functioning of their "families as
firms," diversifying risk and maximizing income for the benefit of many
family members both at home and abroad.

Finally, a critical comment concerning more than just this book. This
(non-Anglophone) author deserves a competent editor and his book
needed one. While the general argument is clear, almost every page, and
sometimes every paragraph, contains stylistic lapses, Gallicisms, or plain
mistakes. There is no space for examples here. Sometimes the text is a bit
ambiguous or weird (pp. 2,3,5,7,9,13 ...) or simply illogical (p. 63). Occa-
sionally the author is to blame but the ultimate responsibility must He with
the publisher. Shame on Macmillan and the University of Tennessee Press
for this blemish on an otherwise rewarding and useful book.
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In this ambitious book, Leslie Desmangles makes a series of strong claims
about religious life in contemporary Haiti: that popular Haitian religion is
not syncretic, and that French Catholic and African practices have not
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become theologically or ritually fused. Desmangles's argument is provoca-
tive because it seems to contradict two well-known features of Haitian reli-
gion: people's simultaneous participation in formal Catholicism and ser-
vices for the spirits ("Vodoun"), and the intermixture of originally African
and European elements within Vodoun services themselves. Desmangles
consistently denies that such features are evidence of religious syncretism
(defined, for the moment, as the reconciliation or coalescence of historically
separate or conflicting religions). He systematically analyzes the Catholic
images, beliefs, and ritual gestures which appear in services for the spirits
and the world-view of the servitors. Desmangles argues that these elements
represent only a superficial layer covering the authentic core of Vodoun,
asserts that this core is continuous with African religious forms, and
attempts to find its cognates in the cosmologies and rituals of current-day
Benin and Nigeria.

Desmangles pursues this argument through a wide range of evidence:
colonial and twentieth-century historical writings, h'terature, ethnographies
of Haitian and African religious rituals, and religious imagery. His theoret-
ical approach draws primarily on comparative religious philosophy (e.g.,
Mircea Eliade and Joseph Campbell) and a selective reading of certain clas-
sic anthropologists of religion (e.g., Anthony Wallace and Ralph Linton).
Despite his eclectic choice of data and theories, the book is well-organized.
Desmangles begins with a narrative history of the relations between Cathol-
icism, Vodoun, the state, and global powers (1492 to the present). His dis-
cussion of out-of-print and untranslated church histories will prove espe-
cially helpful for Caribbeanists. In the next chapter, Desmangles portrays
Vodoun conceptions of self and spirit: first as a general psychological and
theological discourse, and then as the structuring principle for the major
rites of passage in practitioners' lives (death, burial, and baptism/initiation
into the service of a particular spirit). The remaining two chapters introducé
the major Iwa (spirits) and review their historical origins, iconography, and
theological significance.

Desmangles's argument revives the methods and concerns of earlier stu-
dents of Afro-Caribbean religions. Roger Bastide's (1978:281) suggestion
that "civilizations may meet and live side by side without mutual pene-
tration" could well serve as the book's leitmotif. Desmangles's overall
method is clear: to parse popular Haitian religion into its French Catholic
and West African components, and then to analyze the metonymic and
metaphoric relations between them. He thus explores what Bastide called
the "ecological" or "mosaic" relations between traditions: the juxtaposition
in time and space of European and African icons and ritual practices. Des-
mangles calls such metonymic relations "symbiosis by ecology": altars
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where sequined jars crowd next to lithographs of saints, holy sites where
pilgrims walk from Mass at church to nearby ceremonies for the Iwa, Latin
prayers which open and close such ceremonies, etc. For Desmangles, these
cases exemplify contiguity without genuine intermixture.

"Symbiosis by identification" - the metaphoric equivalence of African
and European elements - is Desmangles's other major analytic category.
The seeming identity between Catholic saints and African gods is a peren-
nial topic for students of popular Haitian religion. Desmangles exhaustively
catalogues this equivalence on each of its registers. Prayers and songs min-
gle the African and Catholic names of the same deity; people identify a Iwa
with a particular saint because of shared visual details, ceremonies for Iwa
occur on the feast day of its affiliated saint. Desmangles largely agrees with
Alfred Métraux's interpretation (1972:326ff) of these ambiguous signs and
practices, which argues that despite their resemblances, saints and Iwa
belong to two entirely different religious systems, and that for most Hai-
tians, the entire panoply of Catholic deities, moral edicts, and cosmic princi-
ples has lost its original content and become assimilated to Vodoun.

However intimate or long-standing, the metonymic and metaphoric rela-
tions between Catholicism and Vodoun do not go very deep. This is
Demangles's main argument, and he draws two major implications from it.
Although the vast majority of Haitians are Catholics, he insists that their
professed faith is theologically thin and holds little personal significance.
People embrace Catholicism either as a strategy to enter the "respectable"
neocolonial national culture, and/or to disguise their continued participa-
tion with Vodoun, an historically discredited and oppressed religion. Al-
though Vodoun practices themselves are shot through with Catholic images
and symbols, Desmangles analyzes these as a superficial "veil under which
African ... religious practices can be carried out" (p. 77).

Desmangles demonstrates these points through historical evidence and
the philosophical analysis of Vodoun cosmologies, rituals, and icons. In the
late eighteenth century, French planters and administrators prohibited cer-
tain African religious forms (night-time meetings, drumming, etc), not out
of missionary zeal, but rather for fear of their role in slaves' political orga-
nization and resistance. Slaves were forced to embrace Christianity nomi-
nally, but they actually used it to disguise their continued practice of Afri-
can-derived religions. At the same time, Maroon communities served as
enclaves for the preservation and resynthesis of religious traditions from
diverse African ethnic groups. These traditions became Consolidated into
the precursor of current-day Vodoun after independence in 1804 in the con-
text of international isolation, an emerging rural peasantry, and the virtual
absence of Catholic personnel created by the schism with the Vatican.
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On these points, Desmangles concurs with the judgments of colonial and
twentieth-century historians. But he then argues that the same relationship
between the Vodoun core and Catholic surface extends through the follow-
ing 190 years. He claims that most Haitians still subscribe to Catholicism in
name only (p. 52) and as cover for Vodoun practices, because they "still live
under the shadow of ... rulings of the colonial period" (p. 77). This is a
strikingly ahistorical claim which often runs counter to the evidence he pre-
sents. Certainly, the state suppression of Vodoun continued in the early
national period, and it has sporadically re-appeared in this century (in Les-
cot's anti-superstition campaign and the recent dechoukaj of Duvalierist
houngans). However, the scale of Catholic institution-building after the
Vatican Concordat (1860) and during the American occupation (1915-34)
has brought the majority of Haitians into intimate, daily contact with the
Church and its education and welfare services. Surely, 130 years of this con-
tact has affected their religious life; the evidence lies in the successful Hai-
tianization of the clergy, and most dramatically, in the recent forays of clergy
and Catholic groups into national politics.

Desmangles briefly mentions how progressive sectors of the church mo-
bilized opposition to Jean-Claude Duvalier and contributed to Jean-Ber-
tand Aristide's widespread support. But for such efforts to succeed, the
metaphors and moral vision drawn from Catholicism must be widely shared
throughout society. How did Christian base communities gain their effec-
tiveness, and how has Aristide's deeply Christian discourse (couched in bib-
lical images of a cleansing flood and the holiness of the disinherited)
inspired such conviction and acquired such political force? Desmangles's
ahistorical narrative makes it difficult even to ask these questions, because it
acknowledges no essential change in people's relation to Catholicism since
the demise of colonial slave society.

The detailed accounts of life-transition rituals and the theological dis-
cussions of Iwa, their character, and their powers are the most satisfying
parts of this book. Desmangles engages these materials on an existential
level: he addresses the psychic effectiveness of myths and the reformulation
of the self and life-world through contact with the spirits. He thus constructs
Vodoun as an autonomous and internally-consistent religious system, and
he positions himself as an insider who accepts the significance and power of
its major terms. This perspective allows some interesting readings of the
semiotic "inner frame" of specific Vodoun rituals: how they synchronize
participants' action and mythic discourse to accomplish the necessities of
spiritual life (e.g., guiding souls through death and rebirth, negotiating
among cosmological principles of good and evil, and serving the Iwa
through possession and sacrifice).
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Desmangles's phenomenological interpretation of Vodoun advances his
overall argument that Catholicism is marginal to Haitian religious life. He
formulates Vodoun as a consistent philosophical system, whose condensed
symbols correspond directly to major propositions about the world and
human experience. He then presents similarly abstract renderings of the
current religions of African ethnic groups (or a generalized "African reli-
gion"), drawn from published sources and his own fieldwork in Benin.
Finally, he demonstrates the formal similarity between Vodoun and African
religions, so conceived, and asserts this similarity as evidence of both histor-
ical origin and shared spiritual essence. Although many overtly Catholic
elements are embedded in services for the spirits, by this argument Des-
mangles would demonstrate that their meaning derives exclusively from
Vodoun's African core.

Desmangles runs several risks with this brand of comparative religious
analysis. First of all, he extracts both religions from their historical trajecto-
ries without any justification. Certain methodological dilemmas cast doubt
on the validity of the comparisons he draws. Because of the extreme dis-
locations of plantation slavery, African religious forms in colonial St. Do-
mingue soon diverged from their Old World precursors. Furthermore,
Vodoun practitioners have had no significant contact with Africa for nearly
two centuries, during which time African religions have themselves
changed, often dramatically, under the impact of colonialism, proselytiza-
tion, nationalism, etc.

Desmangles does not even consider these problems; he chooses instead
to discuss the timeless essence of specific religious symbols. However, he
casts these essences in exceedingly general phenomenological terms, which
could easily apply to Christianity - the very religion which he discounts. For
example, he claims that the meanings of the cross in Vodoun are wholly
"African" because in both Haiti and Benin, the cross is a "cosmographic
image that... establish[es] contact between the profane and sacred worlds"
(p. 102). However, precisely the same could be said about the cross among
French Catholics! Desmangles presents numerous comparisons of this type,
but because they conflate pseudo-historical origin with ahistorical essence,
and are cast in the most general terms, they establish/very little about the
actual provenience or theological significance of particular icons or rites.

Even apart from his comparative efforts, Desmangles favors the disem-
bodied symbolic analysis of Vodoun ceremonies, which he typically
describes in generalized or composite form. We learn much about the signif-
icance of ceremonies for generic "Vodouisants" or "Haitians," but far less
about the actual performance of rituals, their orchestration of the partici-
pants' motives or subjectivity, or the diverse ways that individuals evaluate
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the efficacy of rituals. Such decontextualized ethnographic vignettes may
suffice for comparative religious philosophy. Nonetheless, they do not (and,
for methodological reasons, cannot) support the anthropological claim that
for current-day Vodoun practitioners, overtly Catholic elements have been
entirely absorbed by African religious concepts.

Perhaps these criticisms are unfair, insofar as they reflect disciplinary
concerns which play no part in Desmangles's overall approach. Throughout
this book, his preferred perspective resembles that of a theologically sophis-
ticated and spiritually adept houngan whose activities as healer and advisor
take place entirely within an African-derived idiom. Certainly, many such
individuals exist. I, like many anthropologists, have been lucky to know a
few, and they have taught me important lessons about Haitian popular reli-
gion. But they represent only one position in a much larger field, which also
includes devout Catholics who loudly abjure the spirits, and many more
people whose Catholic devotion and service for the spirits is irreducible to a
model of core and superficial layers. Desmangles declines to explore this
larger social and religious field. The overall point about the insignificance of
Catholicism follows almost by definition from the author's "hermeneutics
of faith"; that is, subject to his position as a believer ensconced in the same
religious tradition that he analyzes, for whom symbols are revelations of the
sacred.

The disciplines of history and anthropology do not enjoy a joint monop-
oly over the study of Haitian religion (although they may control much of
the academie capital in this industry). Desmangles's exploration of familiar
topics through comparative religious philosophy is undeniably an impor-
tant contribution. Nonetheless, because he freely appropriates ethno-
graphic and historical evidence, it is appropriate to criticize both his meth-
ods and his conclusions. Desmangles's decontextualized and ahistorical
argument is not sufficient to establish either that Catholicism is superficial
in Haitian religious life or that Vodoun can be interpreted entirely in terms
of current West African religions. He occasionally acknowledges that
Vodoun is also a Creolized religion - a tertium quid to its African and Catho-
lic precursors - but his book markedly de-emphasizes this perspective. Des-
mangles does not engage recent debates about the origin of Caribbean
intercultures in contact situations (e.g., Mintz & Price 1992; Woodson n.d.)
or the religious modes of class or sub-cultural resistance (e.g., Comaroff
1985; Scott 1990). Such sources would allow the reinsertion of Vodoun into
the mainstreams of Haitian history, without erasing its spiritual significance.

Of course, this task may not be congenial for someone, like Desmangles,
academically trained in comparative religions. It may require a shift away
from the believer's perspective, as well as an analysis of rituals based largely
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on their actual social locations and performances. But the merit of Des-
mangles's book is that it simultaneously sparks new debates about the dis-
ciplinary production of knowledge and reopens an older still unfinished
conversation about symbol and experience in Haitian religion.
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In 1981, Crossroads Press published John A. Lent's Caribbean Mass Com-
munications: A Comprehensive Bibliography. Although not expressly
stated, the 1992 Bibliographic Guide to Caribbean Mass Communication is,
for all practical purposes, an updated version of the earlier title. A compari-
son between the 1981 and 1992 volumes reveals not only how the discipline
has grown and gained in respectability but also the extent to which the
Caribbean countries have allocated their expanding cultural resources.
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The book is organized by regions - British Commonwealth Caribbean,
French Caribbean, Netherlands Caribbean, United States Caribbean
(Puerto Rico and the U.S. Virgin Islands), with additional chapters devoted
to Haiti and the Dominican Republic. lts scope includes Belize, Guyana,
Suriname, and French Guiana. The amount of literature available for Cuba
warranted a separate volume of 357 pages, also published in 1992 by Green-
wood Press {Bibliography ofCuban Mass Communications).

Each chapter is further subdivided by topic (general studies, advertising,
broadcasting, freedom of press, history of media, print media) as required
by the available literature. The 3,695 items mentioned are listed alphabet-
ically by author (or by title if anonymous) within each category. The num-
bering is consecutive throughout.

Included are "all genres of publication" (books, periodical articles, news-
paper articles, theses, conference papers, dissertations, mimeographed
reports, etc.) in all languages and dialects, although English-language cita-
tions have been given preference. It would have been useful if more titles
had been accompanied by English translation - especially those in Dutch
and Papiamentu. As it stands, only a few are.

Citations consist of author, title, place of publication, publisher, date, and
pagination (for books) and author, title, name of periodical or newspaper,
volume and/or number, date, and pagination (for articles).

There are author and subject indexes but, oddly enough, no title index.
Accessibility by title (especially in the case of anonymous works) is one of
the criteria for a usable bibliography. The author index is in need of some
additional work as no cross references have been provided for Spanish-
language surnames. Manuel Rios Ocana (#3316, #3561) is listed under /?fos;
an additional reference under Ocana would have benefited the English-
speaking audience.

While Lent claims to have compiled as comprehensive a bibliography as
possible, he at the same time disdains the use of online sources and has
proceeded as if the electronic communication highway does not exist. Not
only would it have saved a lot of time, but a random sample survey of INFO-
SOUTH (University of Miami) and HAPI (Hispanic American Periodicals
Index, University of California at Los Angeles) produced citations not
found by Lent manually (e.g., Alegn'a Ortega 1988; Carty 1989; Hanna 1989;
Greenberg & del Toro 1989). Because of its failure to use online sources, the
book is not quite as useful as it could have been.

Despite its title, the majority of citations in Suriname and the Nether-
lands Antilles: An Annotated English-Language Bibliography, by Enid
Brown, are not annotated. This in no way, however, diminishes the value
of this listing which is aimed at an English-speaking audience and covers
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1,223 items in the humanities and social sciences held by various Carib-
bean libraries. Adding a variety of local holdings, this work complements
the recent bibliographies on Suriname by Hoefte (1990) and Derkx and
Rolfes (1990) as well as the somewhat older works by Nagelkerke (1973,
1982) and STICUSA (1975) on the Netherlands Antilles. It is also reminis-
cent of the much earlier work by Hiss (1943) which uses the same ap-
proach.

Listed are books, periodical articles, conference papers, travel guides,
mimeographed reports and other ephemeral materials. Entries are by au-
thor and are numbered consecutively, listing author, title, place of publi-
cation, date (for books) and author, title, title of periodical, volume, date,
and pagination (for articles). All entries provide one or more subject head-
ings as well as a location symbol. There is an author index and a topical
index; however, in this case also, a title index is sadly lacking. Appendixes
list the addresses of the libraries cited as well as the periodicals covered.
Curiously, Brown does not interfile her joint authors in the author index but
lists them separately in an appendix.

Although it is difficult to find fault with a listing such as Brown's, it does
seem surprising that none of the twelve libraries covered hold Cornelis Gos-
linga's 1990 sequel on the Dutch in the Caribbean and in Suriname. A last
point concerns Brown's erratic punctuation and capitalization in the entries
which, coming from a librarian, seems all the more out of place. In conclu-
sion, each of these two books has its limitations. They can tye recommended
only for specific purposes.
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All too often in this world, remarkable authors in the social sciences are
remembered for some particular professional contribution, with simply
their name attached to it. However, it is rare that readers are given an
insight into details of the personal and social contexts of the author's life
that stimulated the development of their specific contributions. F.R. Effert
has thoughtfully given us such a rare perspective on the Dutch ethnologist,
J.P.B, de Josselin de Jong (hereafter JPB). By merging aspects of this unique
man's personal life into the context of his professional research, Effert has
succeeded in creating a truly holistic view of JPB's contributions to eth-
nology and archaeology in the early twentieth century. Indeed, he has
shown us through one man's work how the very discipline of ethnology was
practiced and changing in the flrst quarter of this century.

With only about eighty pages of text, this is a short book easily read in one
sitting, and because it contains numerous repetitions the reading goes fas-
ter; some of the most interesting comments are found in the extensive foot-
notes. The book opens with three photographs, one on the cover of JPB
among Native Americans in 1910-11, and two of Gudmund Hatt's archae-
ological excavations in the Virgin Islands in 1922-23. Since JPB's work was
focused more on the Dutch islands, one is left wondering why Effert did not
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choose photos of JPB's excavations instead of Hatt's. The bibliography of
JPB's publications, compiled by FR. Effert and H.F. Vermeulen, is thor-
ough and superbly compiled, and introduces many of his little-known writ-
ings. In contrast, the Appendix outlining archaeology of the Caribbean is
not only obsolete, but irrelevant to the book's theme. The book closes with
four maps of the Caribbean, the Virgin Islands, and the Netherlands Antil-
les, each indicating a few archaeological sites.

Effert has separated the review of JPB's early professional years, from
1910-35, into nine chapters, four of which deal with JPB's relations with con-
temporaries and authorities - first as a student, and later in his capacity as a
museum curator and university professor. Four more of the chapters deal
specifically with the professional and personal relations between JPB and the
Danish ethnologist/archaeologist Gudmund Hatt, both in Europe as part of
the professional ethnologists' sphere, and in the context of their joint field-
work in the Caribbean in 1922-23. The final chapter describes how JPB, who
was eventually to be the co-founder of structural anthropology in the Nether-
lands, was also one of the f orerunners of the discipline of ethno-archaeology.

In the chapters about JPB's relations with contemporaries and author-
ities, we are first given a perspective of his student years at the University of
Leiden, where the renowned linguist C.C. Uhlenbeck was clearly the pri-
mary influence on his career and philosophy. It was Uhlenbeck who first
gave him the opportunity for linguistic fieldwork in North America among
the Blackfoot, Peigans, and Chippewa in 1910-11. It is from these first expe-
riences with Native Americans that we begin to see JPB's true personal
character, sympathetic to the plight of these peoples being threatened by
white cultural influences. Following Uhlenbeck's lead, JPB focused on eth-
nology, linguistics, and ethno-psychology, and eventually turned to archae-
ology for a broader perspective on linguistics and ethnology. By 1911, he
was curator of the National Museum of Ethnology in Leiden and by 1922 a
professor at the University of Leiden. In these positions he corresponded
regularly with other ethnologists, such as Karl Preuss, Erland Norden-
skiold, and Gudmund Hatt. In his correspondence, he referred to profes-
sional issues and theoretical matters, with exceptionally sharp criticisms of
the "American school" of culture-historians, yet he also wrote of personal
problems with museum boards lacking academie members, and govern-
ment bureaucracy. Through these windows into JPB's view of the world, we
continue to see his balancing of scientific goals and sympathy for the per-
sonal trauma of the peoples he studied, under siege by the modern world
and never to be the same again. By 1913, JPB's interest in the Western
Hemisphere was growing, as he began to write reports on archaeological
materials at the museum, collected from Peru and the Dutch Caribbean
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islands of Curacao, Aruba, and Bonaire. Yet it was his emphasis on an
"ethno-archaeological" perspective that distinguished his reports, with in-
depth literature searches, discussions of burial practices, pictographs, and
the question of Arawakan vs. Cariban origins for the Antilles. By utilizing
linguistics and ethnology within his archaeological studies, he implicitly
introduced the comparison of whole cultures, instead of the diffusion of
cultural traits.

In 1921 JPB met the Danish archaeologist Gudmund Hatt, whose publi-
cations he was quite familiar with. Together they conducted a Danish-Dutch
archaeological expedition to the Caribbean, with Hatt working in the old
Danish islands and JPB working mostly on the Dutch islands. The fact that
JPB clearly did not consider himself an archaeologist later became evident
by his written focus on linguistics among Negro-Dutch creoles, more than
on his few archaeological excavations. Indeed, these few excavations in the
West Indies were JPB's first and last endeavors into the field of archaeology
for his career. Effert's chapters about the Danish-Dutch relations are pri-
marily focused on JPB's difficulties financing his part of the expedition; the
trip itself, largely as seen through JPB's diary, including local island scandals
resulting from his outspoken manner and criticism of the Spanish missions
towards the Native Americans; the subsequent problems he had publishing
the data collected; and the end of Danish-Dutch cooperation. Just as with
his work among the Native Americans of North America, JPB feit a great
sympathy for the plight of the African-Americans in the West Indies, as he
detested prejudices about Negro inferiority. Although Effert is very subtle
about this, it is more than evident that JPB's views, which led to his uncom-
promising stand against the Nazis in World War II, placed him in direct
opposition to Gudmund Hatt who supported the Nazi movement; this dif-
ference eventually resulted in their professional and personal falling out.

By 1925, JPB's interests in archaeology and the Caribbean were waning,
and partly due to the influence of W.H. Rassers, by 1935 JPB was fully
devoted to ethnological research of the Dutch East Indies and Indonesia in
particular- a focus which continued until his retirement in 1956. Thus, most
modern scholars know of him from his Indonesian studies, which is pre-
cisely why Effert's book is of such interest and value. He has taken us back
to a time of changing views in ethnology and archaeology, to see the world
through the eyes of a remarkable man who helped mold those fields in the
Netherlands and in the world. He has given general readers a concept of the
people behind the scientific research, and professionals a chance to reflect
on how our individual struggles are often timelessly the same.
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1018 VZ Amsterdam, the Netherlands

The art of essay writing is the art of elegantly presenting half truths. It is the
prerogative of the essay writer to dazzle us with unexpected thoughts, a
well-found phrase, and broad vistas on the nature of men and society. After
deep reflection or extensive reading the points brought forward in essays
can often be questioned; the truth is usually more complicated and condi-
tional than essayists make us believe. But that does not bother them. It is not
their responsibility to teil the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth. Their task is to teil us "some truth." Essayists are sprinters, not long
distance runners; their chosen medium is the newspaper or magazine rather
'han the academie journal.

Essayists who collect their essays in a book therefore run the risk of being
read too critically. Anil Ramdas has taken this risk by bringing together
seventeen essays written for Dutch newspapers and weeklies. Ramdas is
one of the most prolific essayists in the Netherlands and one of the most
interesting Surinamese writers to date. His great achievement lies in being
unmistakably Surinamese, or to be more exact Hindustani Surinamese, and
at the same time being committed to intellectual universalism. He often
starts from personal experiences, but never uses them to avoid intellectual
scrutiny.

His personal background and characteristics make comparison with V.S.
Naipaul almost unavoidable. Ramdas is too sensible to compare himself to
the great author of post-colonial disenchantment, but he has not shrunk
back from a confrontation. In "Een huis voor meneer Naipaul" (A house
for Mr. Naipaul) he analyzes the relationship of Naipaul to his native island
and to India. It is remarkable that he seems to be more interested in the
latter of these two. Perhaps this is because his own relationship to "Mother
India" is more complex and ambivalent. He does not hide his admiration for
Naipaul's literary genius, but is equally outspoken about the inconsequen-
tial and needlessly rude behavior of the master in interviews and public
readings.

In some way Naipaul seems to have lost the mildness that tempered his
eye for the ridiculous and banal in his early novels and stories. In Mr. Stone
and the Knights Companion (1963), the great satire on English middle-class
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life, it is still there, even abundantly. (Strangely enough this book seems to
be completely forgotten; even Ramdas does not mention it.) But in an Area
of Darkness (1964), it is gone, never to return. In 1967, The Mimic Men
appeared, a portrait of Caribbean political life so painfully true that it could
not be read without resentment by anybody engaged in any way in the poli-
tics of decolonization in the Caribbean.

Naipaul has no regard for this resentment and Ramdas respects this dis-
regard. It is not the task of writers to flatter their readers. But Ramdas
points out that where Naipaul steps out of the world of fiction into books
that aim to present at least "some truth," for instance about India, he must
comply with the questioning of his omniscience. To me this is the best essay
in the book and the one that most deserves an English translation.

Reading the essays together in a book makes it possible to reread and
rethink particular essays such as the one on VS. Naipaul. It also makes the
flaws of the essays more visible. Ramdas is given to dropping names of au-
thors he has read, films he has seen, and records he has played. However,
what is a forgivable vanity in a newspaper column becomes irritating in a
book. It makes readers suspicious, especially when they have read a partic-
ular author or book themselves. Sometimes Ramdas seems to be in too
much of a hurry to get essential details right. For instance, his summary of
Hans Ramsoedh's study (1990) of governor Kielstra (pp. 38-39) fails to ren-
der the complexity of Kielstra's political aims, so clearly spelled out by
Ramsoedh. Yet, generally, these essays stand out well. Ramdas has the liter-
ary gift, the intellectual talent, and the moral integrity of a true essayist.
Anyone who has missed his work so far, and reads Dutch, now has the
chance to enjoy it.
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Deonarayan's text offers a rare glimpse into a world hardly known to out-
siders: folk Hinduism in Suriname. It is an autobiographical account written
by a young Hindustani who was born in 1956 in Berbice, the grandson of
immigrants from India recruited for indentured labor. The account bears
witness to an inner struggle experienced by a young man who was familiar
with popular Hinduism from early childhood and became a Christian con-
vert upon reaching adolescence. His view of ancestral, "traditional" or pop-
ular religion is gloomy in the extreme, as is common in conversion stories.
This is succinctly expressed in the book's title: religion is a curse, a yoke to
be shaken off, and the new religion is embraced as a redemption from the
powers of evil. The author also regards conversion as a triumph of modern
civilization over primitive superstition, a view which used to be character-
istic of the Western world but nowadays seems shared by many in devel-
oping countries, though not necessarily by students of religion. The emo-
tional tone of the account enhances its true-to-life quality.

The text refers to both beliefs and practices current in Guyana which
have received scholarly attention and similar phenomena in Suriname
which have, so far, gone unrecorded. Equally of interest are pictures of
shrines and rituals performed both in Guyana and in Suriname. Inevitably,
the perspective presented here is that of someone who is partly an insider,
partly an outsider, and he is careful to stress distance.

The author's intention was to point out to a wider public that Kali Mai
ritual with its bloody offerings and possession trances is tantamount to devil
worship. But this strategy has backfired: even in the form of denunciation
the book proved to be unacceptable to Hindustani opinion leaders in Para-
maribo, who saw to it that all 750 copies printed were confiscated. The chair-
man of Sanatan Dharm, the orthodox wing of Hinduism in Suriname,
judged the book offensive and injurious to the reputation of Hinduism.
Also, he feared it might cause outbreaks of violence: "No one has the right
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to call Hinduism a form of demon worship." The police were called in; the
author was interrogated four times, and all available books were confiscated
without explanation or compensation. This raised questions; the human
rights organization Moiwana '86 contested the legitimacy of the action, as
freedom of expression was at stake. The matter was relegated to the Prose-
cution Council (De West, June 2,1992).

The title Curse of the Devtas refers to an interpretation of misfortune
which was, apparently, current among second-generation immigrants. The
micro-history of Deonarayan's family offers a perspective on a develop-
ment process in Hindu religion which might have a wider range of rele-
vance. In his account, the first generation - that is, his grandparents and
great grandparents who came from Bengal - tried to maintain the standards
of Hinduism as they knew it, as best as they could. The old-time shrine
shown in a photograph, in its apparent simplicity almost reminiscent of a
Maroon shrine, bears witness to first-generation devotions. Although these
shrines have traditionally been in high regard in the community, ambivalent
sentiments rapidly gained the upper hand. In the author's family, worship
lapsed after the death of his maternal grandfather, whose sons refused to
continue the traditions. This task was left to his daughter, who was strongly
pressed by a niece to take it over. Public opinion, as voiced by the elders of
the first generation, she argued, would attribute all subsequent calamities
befalling the family to their neglect of traditional proprieties and worship, in
particular the yearly family ritual ipuja). In the end, there were many ca-
lamities: three sons became drunkards who squandered their money in wan-
ton living and a fourth committed suicide. In the eyes of the community, not
only was ritual default behind these disasters, but also witchcraft.

The main male figure in the author's life is a maternal and not a paternal
grandfather, which seems rather untypical of Hindu life-ways. About Deo-
narayan's father and his kin we hear very little, apart from the fact that he
was a Brahmin. We are not even told whether he was still alive in his early
years. The boy was reared by his mother who also took care of her two
younger brothers. Only later does a stepfather appear; the boy's relations
with him are strained. In the community the author and his mother were
rather marginal figures. Despite her zealous performance of various rituals,
his mother reaps very little reward from her obeisance to traditional expec-
tations. When her new partner abuses her, she is mocked by the neighbors
and told that he, also, is a curse or a demon to punish her. Deonarayan calls
these people "Hindu fanatics," but the striking failure to appreciate the
mother's religious efforts raises doubts as to the sincerity of their devotion
to Hinduism.

Deonarayan's maternal grandfather had begun as a mule-boy and cane-
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cutter, but was promoted to the rank of a chief butler in the residence of the
manager of Rose Hall Sugar Estate. In a tale bordering on myth, Deo-
narayan relates how he saved a white Sahib's daughter from being raped
and dishonored by the grandson of a negro slave. After his death, the fam-
ily's hard-won prestige eroded, and Deonarayan's mother had to labor in a
creole gang on the same sugar plantation where her father had so distin-
guished himself. The family's downfall led to allegations of witchcraft and
talk of a "curse." For Deonarayan and his mother, conversion probably was
a way out of a very unpleasant social situation, but it had a stiff price in terms
of their social relations. The case history invites speculation, for instance, on
a theme like social control in an allegedly egalitarian community of inden-
tured laborers, and the relation of witchcraft suspicions, social mobility, and
marginality.

The ethnographic details recorded are fascinating, though highly unsys-
tematically related. Deonarayan mentions the influence of Tantra, which,
contrary to tradition, gained support among the higher castes, particularly
among the young. He notes the activities of faith healers, both past and
present, in Guyana and Suriname, who manage to attract a following and
make a successful career out of their practices, including the treatment of
spirit-afflicted clients and exorcism of demons. Not surprisingly, the fre-
quent contacts between Guyana and Suriname have stimulated diverse
expressions of popular religion, which, as far as the latter country is con-
cerned, went largely unnoticed in studies of religion. The author refers to a
cult center of Kali Mai puja at the Mariënburg plantation, not far from
Paramaribo, where people come in search of healing. The text and its
accompanying photographs suggest that possession trances are common,
that cult leaders try to bolster their authority by excelling in "supernatural"
feats, that some of the clients require to be whipped, and that blood of-
ferings are part of treatment.

Another striking detail is the fact that boundaries between ethnic groups
were frequently crossed in popular religion. Deonarayan notes that Creoles
joined the clients of a famous Hindu faith healer. Also, he signals the activ-
ities of "a Negro" in Berbice who posed as Rama, an incarnation of Vishnu.
This religious entrepreneur won great acclaim among Hindus, was revered
as a god, and became a wealthy man, only to be unmasked later as a swin-
dler.

One of the values of this book is its development of the theme of contact
between the diverse ethnic communities. For too long, the "plural society"
view has discouraged careful examination of cultural encounters between
ethnic groups. The term "syncretism," applied routinely to exchanges be-
tween a world religion and forms of "traditional," popular, or folk belief, is
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rarely used for "lateral" or "horizontal" contacts between folk traditions or
the hybrid or creolized forms this process produces. In reminiscences of
youthful visits to a Kali Mai center in Albion, Guyana, Deonarayan quotes
bystanders' exclamations upon seeing a woman going into a trance: "She
got devta, she got devta." It is hard not to be reminded of similar expressions
used in Creole winti beliefs, where people "get winti."

G. Mungra's recent publication on Hindustani migrant families in the
Netherlands belongs to a genre of ethnic studies designed to make a wider
public familiar with the general cultural and historical features of a specific
migrant group. In the chapter on cultural orientations which contains some
passages on popular forms of religion, Mungra discusses ojhd (magicians or
faith healers) and graha shdnti (the undoing of evil influences), but he
makes no mention of Kali Mai puja. Whether the latter is unknown among
migrants, censured, or simply subsumed under the other categories is not
made clear. Mungra refers to the practices of the ohjd as systems of tradi-
tional welfare work, effectively erasing any stigma that might cling to this
popular religion.

Most of the fifty families selected for study belonged to the lower class, to
the unskilled or semiskilled segment of the migrant population, among
whom allegiance to folk beliefs and practices is common. Strikingly, it is the
orthodox religious specialist to whom people turn when the need arises.
Nevertheless, Mungra reports that three out of the ten respondents, who
acknowledged that they had consulted faith healers, belonged to a modern-
ist branch of Hinduism, Arya Samaj; folk belief apparently crosses the
boundary between denominations. The fact that ritual practice is concen-
trated in the home rather than in temples, as Mungra observes, grants some
freedom of action to the believers. Chances for active participation and
influencing ritual practice are greater in domestic privacy than in formal
surroundings. The ojhd, who are consulted in private, may or may not be
priests; their task is the interpretation of dreams, the procuring of amulets,
and the appeasement or exorcism of evil spirits. These practitioners enjoy
high prestige, although there is often suspicion that they use their powers to
send evil spirits into victims. The costs of such services, Mungra found, tend
to be high.

Apart from some interesting particulars, Mungra provides no case mate-
rial. From his data it would be hard to assess what continuities or changes
manifest themselves in present day patterns of Hindu worship. For details,
Mungra refers to De Klerk's work (1951), contributing in this way to a static
conception of religion and continuation of a stress on orthodoxy. Like
Deonarayan, Mungra is ambivalent about popular religion, though his atti-
tude derives from a different perspective. Mungra's orientation is decidedly
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modern, Western, middle-class, and not Christian. For him, religion appar-
ently figures mainly as a part of culture. His characterization of popular
beliefs and practices as "traditional forms of social welfare" shows his affin-
ity with attitudes that erop up with great frequency in the writings of those
who have adopted a modern, emancipatory stance in the study of ethnic
groups in the Netherlands.

Ethnic solidarity may have prompted Mungra to set aside the doubts he
entertains. As a middle-class intellectual, he is ambivalent about "tradi-
tional social case-work." By labeling faith healing as such, he has granted
respectability to a variety of rather ill-defined practices. However, he has
expressed doubts as to the results of these activities. His position, and that
of other native students, is obviously not an easy one. As has become clear
from orthodox reactions to Deonarayan's publication, forces of social con-
trol, reinforced by the apparatus of the neo-colonial state, can be very
strong. Mungra's work is clearly different in character; no negative judg-
ment on Hinduism is voiced. Yet, an open discussion of all aspects of Hin-
duism is avoided, presumably because this might be unwelcome within the
bosom of the Hindustani group.

This is one of the cases where social science research is lagging behind
common-sense knowledge. Among migrants it is well known that Hindus-
tani occasionally turn to Creole healers, and that contact with Hindustani
has had an impact on Creole beliefs. It could hardly have been otherwise,
after almost a century of co-residence in one country. These topics are dis-
cussed, or rather, touched upon, in neighborhood centers and in books writ-
ten for a general public (see, for example, Stephen 1983,1986; Lalmohamed
1992). The academie study of these meeting and mixing processes, both in
Suriname and among the country's migrants, are still in a state of infancy.
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The writing of a good introduction to the political history of a country is no
sinecure. One can expect the writer to be an expert on the subject and, on
the basis of knowledge and insights, to write a controlled, objective, well-
balanced, and informative overview of what has happened. With this infor-
mation readers can increase their knowledge and possibly even piek out a
subject in which to specialize. Alas, Alex Reinders did not meet these
expectations.

Starting with the Netherlands Antilles Government Council led by Moi-
sés Da Costa Gómez in 1952 and ending with the Cabinet of Maria Liberia-
Peters in 1993, Reinders describes in a chronological fashion one cabinet
per chapter. Each of these chapters treats more or less the same themes: first
an introduction, then the elections of the Staten (the legislative chamber),
the cabinet formation, the work of the cabinet, the interaction between
cabinet and Staten, the development of the statecraft, the end of the cabinet,
and a conclusion. As Aruba has a status aparte in the Kingdom of the Neth-
erlands, this island is given special attention after the above-mentioned
chapters, starting in 1986.

The themes are intrinsically relevant, often contain much useful informa-
tion, and allow for comparisons. But it is regrettable that Reinders did not
use his system in a more consistent manner. Some themes were left out in
certain chapters; some cabinets received more attention than others; certain
topics were not elaborated and some important events and developments
were left out. An index at the end of this book would have made the infor-
mation more accessible.

The sections dealing with developments of statecraft are nicely laid out.
Reinders used his legal expertise and listened well to his advisors. The
ninety-five pages concerning this topic give an overview and analysis of the
most important events. Relevant papers and studies are amply cited and
discussed.

However, this work contains many incomprehensible omissions and
errors. To be sure, every book contains typographical errors. But in this
book names are incorrectly spelled, wrong dates are given, and even whole
sentences disappear (e.g., p. 259). I often caught Reinders being sloppy with
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his facts and figures. He asserts, for example, that the POB and the PDB
were the most important political parties on Bonaire (p. 393). But instead of
the POB, he surely meant the UPB. On page 82 Reinders calls the Frente
Obrero the big winner of the elections of 1969. How so? Even using his own
given information, this party got 12,338 votes, and the Democratie Party got
24,105. The Frente Obrero never became a real power broker; what the
party did was to influence the political choices of other parties in a populist
manner. As a specialist, I notice these kinds of mistakes and misinterpreta-
tions, but can an average reader of an introduction do the same?

You can expect a writer of a political history book to meet the standards
of historical science; Reinders surely does not. He uses no notes and only
now and then refers to sources. Many of his judgments are completely
unverifiable and miss background information or a profound analysis. His
quotations from the works of experts do not compensate for this lack of
accountability. And Reinders is neither objective nor distanced when he
describes politicians and their place in history or in his choice of pictures
(some thirty pages). The deeds of some politicians are exaggerated, while
other politicians get too little attention.

In many small ways the reader is reminded that Reinders has insufficient
knowledge of Antillean and Aruban history, and that he is ill-equipped to
put the events in a broader setting. Important topics such as societal and
economie developments, political culture, or Dutch development aid
receive almost no attention in his introduction. Readers will find many
questions unanswered.

Reinders should have limited himself to writing about developments of
the statecraft of the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba. Although the other
themes also contain useful information, as a whole they lack the touch of the
master. Students should approach this book carefully and attempt to close
their eyes to its many errors.
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Stemmen OK, maar op wie? G.J. CIJNTJE, A. NICATIA & F. QUIRINDONGO.
Delft: Eburon, 1991. 150 pp. (Paper NLG 37.25)

GERT OOSTINDIE
KITLV/Royal Institute of Linguistics and Anthropology
P.O. Box 9515
2300 RA Leiden, the Netherlands

Had this book been received by the NWIG earlier, a review would have been
published one or two years ago. It would probably have summarized the
book's contents and concluded with the observation that Stemmen OK, maar
op wie? greatly enhanced our understanding of voting patterns in Curacao.
But because this book reached the journal late and this review is being writ-
ten in March 1994, another and more ambivalent reading imposes itself.

First the summary. Despite its title ("Voting OK, But For Whom?"), this
book offers no guidance as to the best party to vote for. Rather, it offers a
detailed analysis of voting and non-voting patterns on Cura?ao, the largest
island of the Netherlands Antilles. The first three chapters provide a useful
introduction to the book itself, the conceptual model applied, and the politi-
cal history of Curac.ao and the Netherlands Antilles at large. Chapters 4-7
discuss the procedure and resuits of two parallel research projects. The first
is a longitudinal analysis of voting patterns in all six elections for the Nether-
lands Antilles' Staten (parliament) and the Curacao Eilandsraad (island
council) from 1979 to 1987, the second a detailed survey of voters and non-
voters in the 1987 elections.

Voting patterns in Curacao - with just over 150,000 inhabitants, of whom
some 100,000 are entitled to vote - may well appear to be of strictly local
interest. Even so, Stemmen OK manages to provide an instructive analysis.
The island is divided into forty zones, each of which is charted for demo-
graphic, socio-economic, and cultural criteria. The result of this analysis is
rewarding in itself, as the authors thus provide us with a sociographic blue-
print of the island. Their next step is to identify voting patterns by district,
and particularly in the strongholds of the main political parties. A useful
exercise indeed.

Chapter 8 compares the electoral profile by district assessed for the
1979-87 period with the outcome of the 1990 elections. With due reserva-
tions, the authors suggest that the observed changes do not refiect major
departures in the political orientation by districts and social groups. Chap-
ter 9, finally, provides further non-voter profiles and deflates official figures
for abstention from the official 34 percent (1987) to 26 percent, while at the
same time confirming the rising proportion of non-voters.
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The maj or point of criticism that might have been raised against this study
a year ago would perhaps have been somewhat oblique: the figures and
analysis remain descriptive, and there is no discussion of how the various
districts - even where neither their constituencies nor the various political
parties seem to differ all that much - become and remain loyal to a specific
party, or strongly opposed to another. Is it clientelismo, or something else?

This comment must assume more urgency today. On Cura?ao, the March
1994 elections for a new Staten produced a massive victory for a completely
new political party, Pro Antia Restructura (PAR). The context (widespread
discontent with what was perceived as insularism, incompetence, and/or
corruption of the traditional political parties) was not entirely new, as the
authors demonstrate with regard to the 1969 and 1979 elections. The scale
of the electoral landslide was, however. PAR won eight out of the fourteen
Curacao seats in the Staten. The major consistent result was the continuing
ascendancy of non-voters.

This reviewer would be delighted to read a sequel to Stemmen OK that
attempted to come to terms with these baffling electoral results. Unless it
could be shown that the party strongholds identified for the 1979-87 period
remained faithful to their favorites in the 1994 elections, which is unlikely, I
propose the following: insofar as these were significant, the pre-1994 con-
trasts in voting patterns by district were in the end not primarily of an eco-
nomie, demographic, or socio-cultural nature, but rather connected to tradi-
tion and machine politics. As that system collapsed, most districts voted
alike; there was no political rationale strictu sensu to opt for one traditional
party rather than another. The next question, of course, is: why precisely
now the (temporary?) collapse of the old order? Again, one looks forward
to a study directly addressing this enigma.

Predication in Caribbean English Creoles. DONALD WINFORD. Amsterdam
& Philadelphia: John Benjamins, 1993, viii + 419 pp. (Cloth NLG 145.00)

GENEVIEVE ESCURE

Department of English
University of Minnesota
Minneapolis MN 55455, US.A.

This compréhensive overview of predication in Guyanese Creole (GC) and
Jamaican Creole (JC) will be of interest to creolists and generally to lin-
guists, as well as to other Caribbean scholars. Donald Winford includes in
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his study chapters on tense/modality/aspect (TMA) categories (Chapter 2),
auxiliaries (Chapter 3), voice (Chapter 4), copularity and attribution
(Chapter 5), serialization (Chapter 6), and complementation (Chapter 7).
In each of these areas of syntax, the author provides insightful and often
innovative assessments of all grammatical phenomena with special atten-
tion to their semantic subcategorization.

The chapters on copularity/attribution and serialization are particularly
comprehensive and well-argued. Chapter 5 convincingly demonstrates that
the traditional stative/processual distinction is not sufficient to account for
predication in GC and JC, and that in fact those creoles subcategorize the
class of attributive predicators in terms of several semantic types, such as
physical property, dimension, color, and others. For example, some seman-
tic types of adjectives are compatible with the progressive aspect marker
and others are not... This type of analysis contributes to a better under-
standing of the complexity of creole languages. Chapter 6 draws an interest-
ing comparison between paratactic and serialized structures, and shows that
they cannot be neatly separated, contrary to what has been claimed. How-
ever, Winford still maintains that there must be a difference, a claim not
truly justified by the data and in fact even more difficult to maintain when
incorporating contextual and pragmatic factors.

The contextual and pragmatic factors that are inherent in natural dis-
course are in fact only occasionally referred to in this book, and this omis-
sion may undermine some of Winford's discussions. It is perhaps unfair to
fault him for not incorporating more into the very broad and difficult topic
of predication, which in fact covers most of the essential components of
sentence structure. Every linguist (and especially one doing creolistics) is
faced with a tough choice - either to define a representative sample of an
overwhelmingly large corpus of lects whose richness may obscure patterns,
or to limit that corpus arbitrarily and risk a biased interpretation.

Winford has picked the second option, and attempted to limit the scope of
his study by restricting his observations to (1) basilectal/conservative varie-
ties of Caribbean English (in particular GC and JC), and (2) sentences indi-
vidually elicited and evaluated by consultants outside natural contexts.

The introductory chapter presents the traditional division between east-
ern and western Caribbean creoles (p. 4), yet Winford's endorsement of this
division does not seem justified in view of statements such as: "the general
distinction I have made between Eastern and Western varieties will be
retained, though it must be remembered that the similarities between them
far outweigh the differences" (p. 5) and "attempts to draw clear boundaries
between the two groups are in fact seriously hampered by the lack of analy-
ses of all levels of linguistic structure" (p. 5). Furthermore, Winford eventu-
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ally demonstrates the similarities between GC (eastern) and JC (western)
verb systems. Another puzzling detail is the use of the label Caribbean
English Creole in the title of the book and throughout the text, even though
the discussion focuses on two specific varieties, with only occasional refer-
ence to other varieties.

Another problem arises from Winford's very intent to limit his analysis to
basilects. He explicitly refers to the difficulty of drawing boundaries
because of the "lack of analyses of all levels of linguistic structure" (see
quotation above). Yet he elects to focus solely on basilectal varieties al-
though he recognizes the existence of a continuüm, the overlap between
creole and English, and the difficulty of separating basilectal from meso-
lectal varieties, for which he does not provide a new perspective. Why then
persist in believing in a geographical distribution of conservative varieties
(e.g., Guyana and Belize) vs. intermediate ones (e.g., Barbados and Baha-
mas)? This unsupported claim contributes to the myth of homogeneity
within creole societies, a myth which has been amply debunked by John
Rickford (quoted on p. 10) and many others, myself included. (For example,
there is such a wide range of individual variation in Belize, that Belizean can
only be called "conservative" if it is defined as including conservative varie-
ties beside many others, mesolectal as well as acrolectal. However, when
convenient, Winford refers to mesolects (for example on p. 189), because
GC mesolects confirm a distinction postulated for basilectal GC between
physical property items and others.

This problem is compounded by the fact that Winford elects to use as his
data base already existing data on GC and JC (even though he claims that
they are limited in their scope (see above), and when he adds his own con-
sultants, he appears satisfïed with data produced by recent immigrants to
the United States and by elicitation and sentence acceptance methods
which, at his own admission (pp. 186, 190), often lead to contradictory re-
sponses, and thus are not truly reliable. Surely, this is not the best way to
gather "all levels of linguistic structure." Ironically, his decision to use as
data "sentences in isolation" (p. 30) comes after a convincing argument on
the relevance of discourse factors in elucidating the meanings of TMA
markers.

In spite of occasional comments on the changing nature of creole gram-
mar ("basilectal GC grammar is in a state of flux" [p. 41]), the general pic-
ture provided in this book is somewhat static, which is the price to pay for
limiting an essentially dynamic creole situation. The concluding chapter
provides a well-informed, but belated and abbreviated discussion of the
possible effects of decreolization and second-language acquisition on lin-
guistic change in the continuüm. Winford raises the interesting issues of the
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conflicting - or cooperative - influences of substrate and universal factors
on creole continua, an intriguing area of investigation which is still far from
being solved. Yet he has contributed useful knowledge about the semantic
properties of predication toward a better interpretation of the complex lin-
guistic behavior of Creole speakers.

Trinidad and Tobago. LISE WINER. Amsterdam & Philadelphia: John Ben-
jamins, 1993. xi + 369 pp. (plus cassette) (Cloth US$ 75.00, Cassette US$
27.00)

JEAN D'COSTA
Department of English
Hamilton College
Clinton NY 13323. US.A.

Lisa Winer's Trinidad and Tobago adds new breadth and depth to the study
of Caribbean creoles and to creole linguistics. The latest in Varieties of
English World-Wide, this publication provides written and oral texts to illu-
minate the many levels of language usage in Trinidad and Tobago. Book and
cassette work together to give a valuable tooi to linguists, to students of
creole languages, to educational planners, and to the interested lay public.
Winer's work adds much to the debate as to the history and status of Trini-
dadian and Tobagonian speech forms, and to their probable relationship
with the language varieties of Guyana, Jamaica, and Barbados. It also raises
important considerations as to the nature of the much-debated creole con-
tinuüm and to the question of what constitutes decreolization. Most impor-
tantly, it fills a long-standing need by addressing one of the major speech
communities of the Eastern Caribbean.

The book opens with a 73-page discussion of the linguistic structures
used in these two islands between the eighteenth century and today. Winer
sets out the historical, sociolinguistic, and formal distinctions between Tri-.
nidad and Tobago English (a metropolitan form of English) and the related
creoles of Tobago and Trinidad respectively. Their relationship to Standard
International English and to Caribbean English Creole and, what is most
fascinating, their relationship over time to French Creole, Spanish, and
Hindi-Bhojpuri are made clear. The book's Introduction offers a wealth of
phonological, morpho-syntactic, diachronic, and socio-linguistic informa-
tion in a clear, succinct, and well organized opening chapter. The structure
of the Introduction enables both the theoretical linguist and the high
school teacher to gain what they need from the accompanying data.
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In Section 2,"Written Texts," thirty-four extracts appear in chronological
order, the earliest dated 1827 and the latest 1989. Explanatory head notes
comment on the origin and background of each text and also point to fea-
tures of particular linguistic interest. Glosses for unusual items appear at the
end of each extract, as well as translations for a few of the early and more
difficult texts. Averaging about one to two pages, the texts include several
genres: comic "dialect writing for newspapers" (Texts 1 and 2); regular
items composed in the vernacular (Texts 3, 5, 8, 14); letters to the editor
(Text 6a-6d); and extracts from the fiction of Naipaul, Selvon, Hodge, and
others, including an anonymous novel serialized in 1853 and "probably writ-
ten by a mulatto Trinidadian, like J.B. Philippe, the author of A Free
Mulatto" (p. 87, headnote). Of these texts, five represent nineteenth-cen-
tury usage, and four represent usage up to World War II (a turning point for
language in Trinidad and, to a lesser extent, in Tobago). There are no sam-
ples of usage between 1940 and 1950. The decade of the 1960s is illustrated
by Texts 14 to 17, the 1970s by Texts 18 to 26, and the 1980s by Texts 27 to 34.

The succeeding sections present extracts from advertisements (Section
3); from cartoons (Section 4); and from proverbs (Section 5). Section 6,
"Song Lyrics," follows a more complicated format in that it begins with
twelve songs from the Herskovits Song Collection made in 1939 (one wishes
that the audio-cassette had included these recordings too), together with
calypsos and songs which use French Creole and Spanish. This section even
covers "Speech Style Traditions" (pp. 274-88), giving readers examples of
the ritualized boasts which accompany kalinda (stick-fighting), and ending
with a sampling of carnival lyrics, one from 1939 and the other from 1974.

Section 7, "Oral Interviews" (on cassette), offers seven interviews pre-
sented both in standardized English spelling and in "a phonemic/broad IPA
transcription" (p. 291), and laid out conveniently in two parallel columns on
the page. All have introductory head notes and are followed by glosses. The
accompanying audio-cassette (approximately forty-five minutes long) is of
good quality and would play well in a lecture room. By bringing together
interviews made by herself and others (such as Warner-Lewis's work on
Yoruba survivals), Winer provides rich and diverse oral evidence to illus-
trate this complex language heritage. The book ends with Section 8, "Bibli-
ography," which is divided into four parts so that readers unfamiliar with the
subject can find references under headings such as "Language" and "Cul-
ture, History and Society." This is a book to use both in the university lecture
room and in schools. Winer must be commended for making a complicated
subject accessible to such a varied audience.
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